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INTRODUCTION: TEACHING AN OLD LITERARY GENRE NEW TRICKS
Dogs and stories have been important parts ofour social life.We originally
surroundedourselveswith dogs to extendour limited sensesand project our influence into
the world. We surroundedourselves with storiesto explain the world our senses revealed
t
and to determineour place in it. Aswe became more sophisticated creatures, able to
afford the luxury ofaesthetic interests beyondmere survival, we refined our canine
companions and our stories for more specialized purposes. We bred each for certain
pleasing characteristics, such as temperament, appearance anduse, fi*om the Chihuahua to
the Great Dane, fi"om haiku to the epic novel.
LiketheBorderCollie, which before 1995 wasonly recognized bytheAmerican
Kennel Club for inclusion intheMiscellaneous Class of dogs, the composite novel is an
emerging literary genre for which definite standards remain to be determined. Yet neither
the dog nor the fiction are mongrels; they both display characteristics that distinguish their
respective breeds. The dog ranges fi-om 18 to22 inches inheight, fi-om 35 to 51 pounds in
weight; the fiction varies from novella to novel length, with individual stories anywhere
from one to forty pages long. The dog's coat may belong and smooth or coarse and
wavy, more orless black and white, with tan, spots ormeriing. The fiction's jacket might
bear the description "interrelated stories," "collection" or"novel" Like the Border CoUie,
the author ofa composite novel must be a restless herder, continually reining in the
disparate elements ofhis flock. And neither one necessarily goes in a straight line to
achieve his end.
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Variously known as, amongother things, the "short story novel," the "short story
cycle" and the "collection novel," the composite novel is descended from stories like The
Canterbury Tales, interwoven individual storieswhich, though later collectivized and
"framed" into a whole, retain their multiple-viewpoint quality. Although the term
"composite" as applied to the novel has previouslydenoted a work to which different
authorshavecontributed, I favor this label precisely because this genre reflects that many-
voiced association.
The modem American composite novel evolved from short story collections
depicting American village life. Washington Irving's The Sketch Book (1820) represents an
early example of thisgenre, particularly mpoint ofthe importance assumed bycommunity
and setting, an emphasis which persists as a hallmark ofthecomposite novel today. But it
wasn't until the 1930's that critics began to suspect that theunified short story collections
ofSherwood Anderson, William Faulkner, John Steinbeck and Eudora Welty were
something beyond mere short story miscellanies. And it wasn't until theseventies, after
such authors as J. D. Salinger, John Updike, MaryMcCarthy and John Barth had already
experimented extensively with series ofmterrelated character-sharing stories, that literary
theorists began to examine the undeveloped suspicions oftheir predecessors.
Inhis bookRepresentative Short Story Cycles ofthe Twentieth Century (The
Hague: Mouton &Co., 1971.), Forrest L. Ingram describes the difficulty ofclassifying the
emerging genre by mviting his readers to"...picture[] the panorama ofshort story cycles
as a spectrum, the limit of one extreme of the spectrum would be the 'mere' collection of
unconnected stories, while the limit ofthe other extreme would be the novel." (14) A
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great one for visualanalogies, Ingramlikened the composite novel to "...the moving parts
ofa mobile[;] the interconnected parts of some story cyclesseem to shift their positions
with relation to the other parts, as the cyclemovesforward in its typical pattern of
recurrent development." These "shiftinginternal relationships... continuallyalter the
originally perceivedpattern of the wholecycle." (13) While not veryuseful for
formulating a definition, Ingram's comparisons hmtat the developing genre's attraction at
the same time he identifies its illusive nature.
In her 1970 dissertation "Dubliners and Go Down Moses: The Short Story
Composite" (U ofMichigan), Joanne V. Creighton ventured the more concrete
observation that:
"[t]he composite lends itself to an exploration of the unique cultural identity shared by a group of
people, whereas the novel is suited to an intensive study of an individual or a few individuals.
The composite, in other words, offers a panoramic view of a setting and its people, whereas the
novel's form demands limitation of focus...." (154)
Ms. Creighton also adds the important distinction that "[t]he composite retains a dual
identity as a collection of short stories and as a larger whole, whereas the novel is a single
entity." (153-54) It is this dual identity that allows, in the words ofIan Reid {The Short
Story. London: Methuen & Co, 1977.), "...characters, settings [and] leitmotifs [to] deepen
their significance as they recur with variations in one story after another, and... a sense of
community... [to] develop through the series." (47)
Moving closer to a structural and thematic definition, Maggie Dunn and Ann
Morris {The Composite Novel: The Short StoryCycle in Transition. New York: Twayne
Publishers, 1995.) describethe composite novel as "...a literary work composed of shorter
texts that - though individually complete and anonymous - are interrelated in a coherent
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whole according to one or more organizing principles." (2) The "organizing principles"
Mss. Dunn and Morris recognized as binding the otherwise-independent short stories
together are: setting, a single protagonist, a collective protagonist, an overarching pattern
and/or a common storytelling narrator.
Through his examinationofthe works of SusanMinot, GloriaNaylor, Julia
Alvarez and Louise Erdrich, George R. Clay ("Structuring the Short Story Novel." The
Writer's Chronicle. 31.4 (1998): 23-31.) makes an excellent case for proposing the
following criteria for the composite novel:
• "Fundamental unities that distinguish connectedfrom collected stories: place, time, cast,
theme, tone, style.
• A framework question addressed throughout successive chaptersand answeredby the end,
indicating what the novel emerging from these individual stories is about.
• Provisional rather than complete closure for each chapter's "story," creating narrative
progressionby propellingus, throughopen-ended interconnections, to the next "story."
• A recognizableprotagonist (whether individual, family, or group) to empathize withaswe
realize what is at stake.
• Final closure whenthe framewoiic question is answered and the provisional closures ending
previous chapters culminates in a satitfactoiy overall resolution." (27)
Ofthe composite novels Clayexamines, onlyyUnoVsMonkeysconformsto and
provides themodel for his proposed criteria. Clay is, ineffect, advancing standards for the
emergmg literary breed that very few individual specimens are able to meet, though they
allpossess mostofthese characteristics to varying degrees.
My own study ofthe composite novel reveals it to beaweb ofshort stories which,
though striving for identity as discrete strands, together add up to agreater stoiy. Some
such books are more successful at achieving this goal than others. While not always
ordered in strict chronology (the action might occur in flashbacks, simultaneously oreven
in reverse linearity), juxtaposed stories must propel the overarching theme forward. They
generally take place in or return to a^specific settmg or situation. The companion pieces
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often communicate with each other by sharing.one or more characters, although the reader
may encounter them at different ages, in different circumstances and from different points
ofview. The protagonist may be a group ofpeople rather than a single,individual, a
collective protagonist connected by family, proximity or condition. The progressive link
between a composite novel's storiesmaynot be apparent on the surface, yet they are
invariably there if the book is to succeed. The storiesprovide, accordingto Clay,
"stepping stones across a rushing stream - stones we jump on in our eagerness to get to
the other side" (27). The best such stories are always satisfying in.andofthemselveswhile
still equally satisfying read together as a novel.
TheLast Best Thing is a compositenovel consistingofinterrelated short stories
whose cumulative effect is that ofa larger work offiction. The individual stories
communicate with eachother bytaking place in a common setting, sharing characters, and
contributing to an overarching theme. Theaggregatestory chronicles the confluence of
largely unrelated elderly individuals, all bom in Iowa and ending up in Iowa - though
some ofthem have spent significant portions oftheir lives elsewhere. Sarah and herailing
husband Sam own thecentral Iowa farm where most ofthe action takes place. Joe, a life
long friend oftheirs, moves inwith them at the end ofhis life. When their neighbor Betty
sells herhouse to payfor herhusband's nursing home bills, shealso comes to live with
Sarah and Sam, bringing herrecently-divorced daughter Libby with her. Asthe realization
ofa long-time goal, Evan retires from his pharmacy career inSan Diego tojoin his old
college friends.
Only the framing narratives of this book are told in the first person, though the
stories they bookend are told in the third person limited, allowing each character to reveal,
in some cases, even more about others in the group than about him- or herself. No story is
told by either of the two characters who emerge as central. One is dead before the action
starts and we watch the other struggle with the underlying moral dilemma only through
the eyes ofother group members and through dreams.
As part ofdefining their relationship to each other, circumstances force the book's
unique community of aging fiiends to redefine their duty to death. In reaction to the
rigidityof society's formal laws and customs that lag behind the concept ofhumaneness
and therefore perpetuate an inhumane cruelty, the book's collective protagonist devises its
own unique moral code. The resultant threat to the book's community's way of life draws
the elderly fiiends even closer together. And, in the process of decidinghow far to go for
a fiiend, they discover how to be true to themselves.
As the book's author, it is myhope that the following compositenovel TheLast
BestThingwill demonstrate some of thebest qualities of a versatile andstill-evolving
genre, a genrewhich - likethe BorderCollie ~ is extremely hard-workmg anduseful and,
as yet, exhibits none of the negative efifects of over-breeding.
PROLOGUE: SQUATTER'S RIGHTS
Sarah homesteadedmy heart. The lawyer in me sees it that way. I picture Sarah
as a pioneer lured orforcedwestward into wildIowa territory, moving into my
uninhabitedyouth andstaking her claim. Over theyears, she made title-validating
improvements: she drilled a well, tapping into a vast unsuspected aquifer; she cleared
away brambles, stumps andstones, makingwayfor a wealth ofsoul-sustaining crops; she
tran^ormed the rude sod house ofpassion, slowly building a complex Victorian
farmhouse oflove. Sarah turnedmy untenanted tract into an oasis where we thrived
togetherfor nearlyfifty years.
But it's a condemnedproperty.
Even on mybest days, I can Hgo up the stairs without coughing likea bandit. For
allpracticalpurposes, I'm an invalid Ifeel likea guest in myownhouse, andSarah is
the grounds-keeper, cook, maid, nurse, chauffeur andgofer, all in one. I can't helpSarah
at all. Notwith the chores, notwith theworries or responsibilities, notwith anyofmy
husbandlyobligations andprivileges.
I know this isn 't what she signed upfor. But, to her credit anddetriment, Sarah
took thai in-sickness-and~in-health, till-death-do~us-part business seriously. It's not
important to me; I'mpast that. And, to all appearances, Sarah's content with the
intolerable situation. I think a lot ofthat 'sfor my benefit Still, I believe herwhen she
says she's happy tohave me around under any terms. The woman can't lie. By that, I
don't mean that she wouldn't lie; she'd lie like a bandit ifshe couldpull ifoff. She
simply can't Sarah's got a funny way ofmaking vices out ofvirtues.
A dusting ofgray has settled in her hair over theyears and the corrosive wash of
weather, laughter, worry and timehas brought out the character in her face. But, other
than that, she's still the same womanI married, the womanI marvel at to this day. "A
hundredpounds dripping wet, she's myclever littlepet," I sang to her sappily in our
long-ago courting days, thoughI thinkshe neverweighedthat much, evenduring her
one, miscarriedpregnancy.Nearlyafoot and a halfshorter thanme, a third my weight,
her waist no bigger around than mythigh, still I neverworryabout hurting her. She's so
strong, in body, in mindand in loyalty. She's a saint. Provided, that is, that a candidate
for sainthoodcan Ybe disqualifiedfor smoking like a chimney, drinkinglikeafish,
cursing like a sailor, andscrewing like a whore.
But I haven't seen Sarah's lustygrinfor a long timenow, or her eyesdarken with
desire. I can't even begin to satisfy my darlinganymore. I have tosleepdcfwnstairs inmy
reclining chaira lot, upright so thefluid inmy lungs doesn't drown me. Even when Ifeel
goodenough tomake it upstairs to bed, I have topropmyselfupwithpillows. It's only
rarely that I'm able to lay down beside my wife and spoonher thewayI like best. That's
what I miss most, the spooning.
Because I sufferfrom congestive heartfailure, I turned outto bea lousy
investmentfor Sarah. For her own good, I wish I couldevict herfrom my heart somehow,
though I know even death canVdo that Notby a longshotis she stupidandshe's no
martyr; just stubborn, always hasbeen. She clingsfiercely toherdeedas the property
slides into ruin. I know she loves me. But it's a crime to watch a woman with such assets
squander them on a man that brings such a poor return. My lawyerlyside says she should
diversify, reinvest in sounder stock, but she refuses to stop pouringgood emotional
capital after bad So what goodwill her hard-won mortgage do her when mortality
forecloses on me?
She refuses to move awayfrom here. Though there's absolutely no legal
compulsion making her stay, Sarah's one ofthemarrypeople who believeyou can't leave
a place once you've buried loved ones on theproperty. Maybe that's why the modem
legal termfor "squatter's rights " is "adversepossession."
I 'II never leave Sarah, not even when I die. Since she insists on staying here, I will
too. Ofcourse, it would be illegal to bury me on theproperty, so I'll have myself
cremated andshe can do withme whatevermakes herfeel best. I want to stay as close to
her as I can. I hope she 7/ visit me like she does Joe.
At least she won't be lonely. Sarah will always have me, andshe always has Joe.
And she has all the otherpeople we've collected over theyears, people' that have come to
livein what's turned out to be our ownprivate littleretirement community: Bettyfrom up
theroad andher daughter Libby, and Evan ~ whose questionable life's goalwas to
retire to Iowafrom SanDiego. What started outnearlyfiftyyears ago as an annualparty
evolved intoa yearly reunion and then a way of life. It's sort oflike a geriatricBigChill.
Understand that I wasn't always a useless oldmanstewing in his ownjuices. In
myproductiveyears I wasa business lawyer - smallbusiness - helping commercially
ambitiousfolksprovidegoodsand services in economically depressed centralIowa. At
onepoint, some enterprise wasoperating outofeverymain streetstorefront in the tiny
town nearestmy home - those shops thathadn't alreadyburneddown, that is. AndI had
a hand in setting up everyone. I can't stand the stuffiness, the unfeelinggreedofbig
corporations. AndI never wanted to bea trial lawyer because I can't stomach the idea of
defending some ofthehuman garbage thatdoesthese violent and crazy things topeople.
Evenprosecuting such scumwouldtaint me somehcfw, I thought.
So that kind ofputs me in a strange box, whenI think ofhowJoe ended up as
marijuanafertilizer. Andhere's theweirdest comer ofthe box: Sarah killedJoe. Sheshot
him in the headand buriedhim in the backyardwith all the dogs and cats we've had
over theyears and the miscarried clumpofcells that never became a baby. A homemade
headstone anda marijuana bush mark his grave.
There were mitigating circumstances, ofcourse.
CHOCOLATE KISSES
When Libby's mother called from Baxter, Iowa to ask for help, Libby balked in
Denver, Colorado. "I'm in the middle ofa life here, Mom." Libby was forty-one and she
regretted that her objection came out in the snide correcting tone she'd perfected as a
teenager. But she couldn't pick up and leavejust likethat. She had her friends - even if
none of them were very close, her job - even if shaking down delinquent accounts over
the phone for a collection agencywasn't the most fulfilling occupation in the world, and
her apartment - even if her soon-to-be ex-husband's lingering influence was sometimes
depressing. Most importantly, she had carved out a lifefor herself apart from that ofher
screwed-up family, a life she meant to keep. Besides, even if she was willing to subject
herself to her father's presence - which she wasn't - he needed more care than her mother
could give him, even with Libby's help. "I told you, Mom: you've got to put him in a
home."
"I know, I know. But I'm not ready yet," her mother answered. "I think there's
still some time left and I want to get the good out ofit. We could do it together. Just for a
while. Surely Charles would let you go; he couldn't begrudge you a little time away
helping your family, could he?" In the way her mother said the word "Charles," Libby
heard: '^^ Charles?! Never Charlie?Never Chuck? What kind ofhighfalutin guy insists on
always being called by such a formal name?" - all the things her mother said about her
husband's name before she learned to condense it into the expression ofthe name itself
When Libby admitted it wasn't her husband that prevented her from going to
Iowa, her mother asked about vacation time. "You've got the time, the money, your
husband's okay," Libby's mother said, listing these conditions as proof that Libby was fair
game for her domestic whims. Libby snorted, but her mom didn't seem to hear. "So
what's really keeping you in the big city?" she persisted. "Compared to seeing your dad
while you still can?"
Libby sighed. Her mother made seeing her dad sound like some kind ofrare treat,
when in fact anything she could thinkofwas preferable: undergoingroot canal, plunging a
clogged toilet, pulling a double shift phoningonly 90-day delinquents... If she was willing,
she could see her dad, all right. But what good would that do when he didn't know who
she was anymore? The Alzheimer's kept him existing long past the time he'd ceased to
live. Whycouldn't her momface the fact? Libby resented her mother's implication that
she had nothing better to do than come home and changeDad's diapers. Especially after
what had turned out to be one of his last rational acts. Libby stillcouldn't forgive her
father, even ifher mother could.
"Whydo youwant to hang on to Dad likethis. Mom? He's longgone."Libby was
tempted to add that her father hadneverbeenthere for them, not really. But she didn't,
thinking perhaps thiswas the point: hermom finally hadDadwith her now, all to herself
And, even ifhewasn't allthere, it wasmore ofhim than she'd hadfor years. "Anyway,
after what he did to you, how can you...?"
Libby heard hermother light a cigarette. "Oh, honey," shesighed on the exhale.
"That little, uhm, affair? That divorce talk? Those were just symptoms ofhis illness.
sweetie, the first sign he was losing his mind. I see that now. He never wouldVe done
those things if it wasn't for the Alzheimer's. You know that."
Libby knew no such thing, but she said nothing beyond "hmm." Let her mom think
whatever made her feel better. Then, whenever Libby got around to telling her her own
news, Libby's ever-loving, ever-rationalizing mother might also take that in stride. Libby
wondered what sort of condition her mom might diagnose that a symptom of
"Well, ril tell you what. Mom. Let me think about it a while, okay? I'll get back to
you."
Before Libby said good-bye to her mother, she knew she would go home to Baxter
to help her. For her sake, not for his. Libby had been looking at the magnetic poetry on
the side of the refrigerator nearest the phone, thinking how her husband spent months
arranging "over 450 great words and word fragments!" into satisfying combinations, how
he'd eventually strung fussy rows ofthe lettered rectangles across the side of the fiidge
that reminded Libby of abandoned shopping carts in a parking lot.
The day everything changed for them, Charles walked past the fndge twice before
he noticed his painstaking handiwork had been disturbed. His jaw dropped in disbelief
when the meaningless juxtapositions assaulted his strong sense oforder: objectlessverbs,
danglingparticiples, isolated prepositions in a void offingerprint-resistantHarvest Gold
vinyl.Many ofthe words were not even right side up. There was no rhyme, no reason. His
words were wantonly scrambled, jumbledas promiscuously as broken shopping carts
tossed tangled in a junk yard.
When he confronted Libby about it, shewas sitting in the same chair that was best
for talking on the phone. The coffee shestirred made a granular sound. She said "I
thought we needed a reprievefrom those old sentences." Libby remembered that the
amber syrup crumbs herwet spoonleftin the sugarbowl droveCharles crazy and spooned
evenmore sugar into her cup.Whenshe tasted her coffee, it was too sweet to drink.
Though it made clearing out the apartment more difBcult, Libbytook satisfaction
from the chaos she'd managed to create as an antidoteto the oppressive tidiness of her life
with Charles. The only remaining evidence ofhis finicky order Libby found when she
sorted .through her things - besides the magneticpoetry ~ was a fiissy row ofnut-, boh-
and screw-filledjelly jars under the sink. If she knew the namesofthe hardware, Libby
was sure she'd discover they were arranged alphabetically. She left the jars and their
contents for the next tenants.
In the two weeks she spent finishing out her notice period at work and getting
ready to move, Libby found herselfbeginning to look forward to livingwith her mother
again. She smiled as she lovingly packed the things her mother had set her up in
housekeeping with: the tissue-thin dish towel with "Tuesday" hand-embroidered on it, the
Tupperware Velveeta-keeper, the hand-painted ceramic chicken salt and pepper shakers
her mother considered priceless heirlooms. Libby could almost taste her mother's cream-
of-something soup based "hot dish." She pictured her mother at the stove: dancing in
place to big band music, flourishing her plastic-handled paring knife and miraculously
managing her Vantage Ultra Light cigarette at the same time, a deft juggler ofthe little
things in life. Libby tried to guess what color her mom's hair would be when she saw her;
she dyed it so often, Libby didn't even know what her mother's natural color was.
Her mother's hair was Lucille Ball red when Libby pulled up to her family's
farmhouse with the rented U-Haul trailer. Thewindthat had strippedthe tarp from the
trailer in transit whipped Libby's mother's hair into an incandescent frenzy. "Lucy!" Libby
exclaimed as she hugged her mother. "You got some 'splainin' to do!"
"Oh, right." Libby's mother touched her brittle-lookinghair and laughed. "It
looked good on the package," she saidsheepishly. "It just didn't translate to myhead very
well. I don't knowwhyI thought it'd lookgoodonmejust because it lookedgood on
someperky anorexicmodel a fourth myage.Wishful thinking, I guess."
Libby smiled. Shewas familiar withhermother'sbrandof logic. Her mom
probably had it figured out that somehow, by dying her hair the samecolor, shewould
also lose 60 years and 60 pounds. "See? This is what happens whenyou combine an
impulsive nature with bad taste."
"You're a fineone to talk; lookatyou\ What happened to that longbeautifiil
naturally-blond hair? You butched it ofiR What possessed you?"
"Yeah, well." Libby's hand strayed self-consciously to her head, but she didn't
want to talk about it. At least not yet. "Let's get this stufi^in the house."
Libby's mother said "Oh, I haven't really finished cleaning upyour room yet,"
which Libby took to mean that shehadn't even startedon thejob.Howlikehermother to
leave everythinga mess until the last possiblemoment.
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There was still years worth ofjunk silted up in the pool room above the garage
Libbywould move into. Going through it all looked like a monumental task. It reminded
Libby ofthe mythology course she'd taken in junior college, of the endless labors
disfavored Greek gods were always being condemned to: rolling a stone up a hill,
supporting the earth, sorting worthless junk for all eternity. She sullenlyrethought the
desirability of chaos.
But Libby couldn't stay angry long once her mother started her running
commentary: "Oh, I've always wondered where this cribbage board got off to." Libby
knew that all the pegs had disappeared down the heat grates long ago, but she
remembered playing endless cribbage tournaments during a big school-cancelling snow
stonn. She had a shopper route then and they burned the Advertisers she couldn't deliver
when they ran out ofwood. "And this tennis racket; the strings broke when your daddy
swatted that bat m ourbedroom." That had been a memorable chase: Libby squealed
under the covers in her parents' bed and her mother kept exclaiming at the fiiskiness of
either the bat or her husband, Libby never knew which.
The jQrst time Libby saw her father againwas when he wandered into the pool
room. She was shocked by his appearance. He'd lost a lot ofweight and moved
unpredictably. His face looked so different - both slack and addled at the same time - that
Libby h^dly recognizedhim. He didn't acknowledge her presence, giving hisvagrant
attentionto odd objects in the room.Encountering an uncovered mirror, he squealed at it
untilhe hyperventilated. Once she got himcalmed down, Libby'smother apologized about
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for the outburst by saying"I usually try to keep himout ofhere." Afterwards, she
contributed to the clean-up effort by keeping her husband out of the way.
The mirror episode seemed fairly routine to her mother, but Libby suspected she
needed even more time to settle her nerves than her terrified and/or enraged father did.
"Jesus!" she thought, still shaky even after all aroundher was quiet again;
Libbyfelt like an archeologist as sheworkedher way through strata ofdomestic
debris, unearthing(^scarded memorabilia from eachera ofher own past: out-of-style
clothes, half a set of encyclopedias, broken appliances, boxes ofmangled holiday
decorations. She uncovered a complete artifactual record ofthe family's passing
enthusiasms, including the pool table, whose torn, cigarette-burned, beer bottle-ringed,
green felt top had not seen the light ofday for a quarter ofa century. The pool table was
much too big and hea\7 to move. The only other thing Libby saved was the lava lamp.
Everything else made up a dump-destined pick-up truck load.
Libby smelled tuna casserole when she finally got back from the dump. She slid
into the place she'd always occupied on the duct-taped vinyl bench ofthe dining nook.
She felt a little like a child again, until her mother gave her a can ofbeer instead of a glass
ofmilk. And her father was at the table, which didn't quite jibe with her childhood
memories. Absent was the tension of remembered mealtimes, that felt one way when her
father was gone, another way if he was there.
Libby still felt uneasy, though, and embarrassed as her mother plucked her father's
hands out ofhis serving ofcreamy steaming noodles and wiped them on a dish rag. He
was wearing a food-stained dish towel across his chest that said ^'Wednesday." Libby said
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"It sure is great to be served like this, just like in a restaurant," but her attempt at
brightness rangtinny in herownears. Hermother gave heraweary distracted smile. "I'll
wash the dishes,"Libbyvolunteered. Her mother had told her over the phone how difficult
it was to feed her dad; feeding babies was a picnic in comparison. She'd told Libby, too,
that shewas glad he'd becomethis simple; it was a lot less painfiil than the ftustrated
anger that characterizedthe previous stage ofhis illness. Libby tried to keep this inmind
duringthe meal, but her dad's humiliation spoiled her appetite. She never thought she'd
regret leaving her job, but suddenly arguingwith deadbeats on the phone didn't seem so
bad.
Libbywas exhausted by the time she plopped down on the old rear-weary couch
next to her dad to watch TV. He was pickingat one ofhis toys, but looked up when Libby
popped the top ofher beer. She wrinkled her nose. "Geeze, Dad! You crap your pants?"
she asked, jokmg, saying what they always used to say when someone farted.
Libby's dad scootched around on the couch, trying hard to consider the question
literally. "Uh..." His eyes skittered in a confused effort to line up the external with the
internal. "Yup."
Libby's mother was jubilant. "That's the first word he's s^d all week! Oh, Libby,
look how much your being here's already helped your dad! He talked! He's so happy to
see you. Oh, this is great!"
It didn't matter that he had, in fact, crapped his pants; Libby knew he'd been
wearing diapers for a couple months. It was her mother's pathetic happiness that got to
Libby. And the utterly befiiddled, helpless expression ofher father's face. She could see
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his thoughts skidding away fromhis slippery senses, his shrinking brain struggling to grip
the words. The feeble man sitting next to her was not the tyrant of her youth. That man
was gone. This one didn't even look the same; his illness had softened his hard face,
slackened the meanness that drove him. Unfortunately, it took everything else away, too.
When Libby walked mto the kitchen the next morning, she noticed her mom had
forgotten to strap on her prosthesis. Libbyknew her mother had been proud ofher
impressively large bust, but she always joked about the breast she lost to cancer twenty
years earher. "Yeah, I hated to break up the set," she'd say. "But what can you do? It had
to go." After all the losses she had suffered and all the losses she knew she was going to
suffer, Libby wondered ifher mother still had any capacity for surprise.
Whenever she heard bad news, the first thing Libby's mother wanted was
chocolate. Libby poured herself a cup of coffee, the Eight O'Clock brand that never tasted
as good when she made it in Denver. She suspected the limey country water that
drastically shortened appliances' life-spans made coffee taste better here. Or the fact that
her mother made it. Libby took five Hersey's chocolate Kisses from a bag she'd brought
with her, unwrapped each one, and laid them in a row on the Formica table top, next to
her mother's elbow.
"What?" Libby's mom set her coffee down. There was an inch ofash at the end of
her Vantage Ultra Light cigarette. "What is it?"
"I'm getting a divorce."
"What?" The cigarette ashes droppedonto the asymmetrical bosom of Libby's
mother's faded nightgown.
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"I said rm getting divorced. Mom. You always said you wanted me to be open
and honest with you." Libby felt seventeen years old again, telling her mother she'd slept
with her prom date, she intended to do it again, and could they talk about birth control. "I
just thought you should know."
Libby could see the questions swarming across her mother's face like a nest of
newly-hatched spiders. "But why? And who's divorcing who?"
"It's kind ofa mutual thing. Mom."
"But a divorce!" Libby's mother frowned at the table as if she was angry at the
condiments. "I just don't understand why you'd want to part after - what? —twelve,
thirteen years? How could this happen?Didn't we raise you right?" She snubbedout her
cigarette that had burned down in the ashtray shaped like the state of Colorado. Idly
picking up the first Hersey's Kiss, she chewed it without looking at her daughter. "There's
no way you could work this out, stay married like you're supposed to?"
"Oh, I knew you'd take this bad! The hell with 'supposed to,' Mom." Libby was
getting worked up to the point it was an effort not to attack her mother for staying m a
miserable marriage herself She took a deep steadying breath. "What I'm asking you for
here is your support. I thought you'd put more importance on my happiness than on that
^supposed to' crap."
"Well, ofcourse I do, honey." The way the suddenly-old orange-haired woman in
the fi'azzled nightgown looked at her made Libby ashamed she'd questioned her mother's
priorities. "That's all I ever wanted: your happiness." Libby's mother fingered the second
Hersey's Kiss. "I'm just worried how you're going about it. Are you sure you'll be
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happier this way?" The chocolate left greasy brown spots on her fingers when she put it
into her mouth.
'*No, I'm not sure," Libby admitted. "But I think I have a lot better chance at
happiness this way."
Libby's mother licked the chocolate ofFher fingers thoughtfully. "Charles isn't my
favorite person in the world, but he's not such a bad guy, you know. So what's the
problem. He doesn't beat you. Does he?"
"No, Mom."
"He cheated on you then. That's it, isn't it?Because, if that's the problem, it
isn't..."
"No, Mom, he didn't cheat on me. Not that I knowof, anyway."
"Then what?" Libby's mother asked this as if, with those two objectionable items
out ofthe way, there could be no other earthly obstacleto life-long wedlock.
Libbydidn't knowwhat to say. "Hesmotheredme,Mom," she stated. Then she
sawhowlamethat sounded to hermother. "I don't lovehim;" Libby beganagain. She
found a hang-nail to tug at. "I don't even like him. And I don't like myselfwhen I'mwith
him. I guess I wanted to likemyselfagain. Canyou understand that?"With an over-
zealous pull, Libby's hangnail came away with a patch ofhealthy skin. She stuck herfinger
in her mouth at the emb^assing sight ofblood.
"Maybe you're right," Libby's mother said doubtfijlly. She picked at an
overlooked sliver offoil sticking to a piece of chocolate. For no real reason, the action
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reminded Libby ofher father. "I was so relieved when you got married," she confessed. "I
was worried about you waiting so long."
"Twenty-eight's too old?" Since Libby's junior year in high school, her mother had
been pushing her to find someone to settle down with. But all the men she c^e into
contact with at the local gas station/garage/convenience store/pizza place/coffee
shop/video rental/hair salon where she worked were retired farmers, married fanners or
high school kids. Anyone in Baxter that had anything on the ball moved away as soon as
they graduated. She'd had to move to Des Moines just to find a decent guy and her
mother resisted that move, too. Libby sucked at her bleeding finger and sighed.
"I worried that no one would have you. No, wait! That didn't come out right. It's
just that you were always such an odd girl - lovably odd, you understand - that I thought
you'd have a hard time finding the right guy."
It was news to Libby that her mother had ever doubted her marriageability. She
thought about asking 'odd how?' But a quick review ofchildhood incidents that she knew
her mother considered odd, in addition to her personal litany ofperversity, rendered the
question pointless. "Well, you were obviouslyright.Mom; I didn't find the right guy. But
that doesn't mean I have to stick with Mr. Wrong, does it?"
"No, honey. Maybe you are right," Libby's mother said with more conviction. "I
just thought that, when you married, you'd somehow be safe then."
"Safe fi^om what?" When Libby saw that her mother could form no definite
answer, she said **No one's ever safe, Mom."
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^'No," Libby's mother agreed slowly. She offered the piece ofchocolate she'd been
working on to her daughter. "Here. It'll make you feel better."
"No thanks," Libby declined. "You know I don't like chocolate."
"You still don't like it?" Libby's mother was incredulous. "But everyone loves
chocolate! You're still odd - though I love you to pieces. Just because of that one little
incident..." She shook her head.
"What incident?"
"You mean you don't remember what put you off chocolate?"
'TSro. What?"
"Well!" Libby's mother laughed, a little nervously it seemed to Libby. "Maybe you
were too young to remember; you were only four." She contemplated the Kiss, but then
set it back down on the table. It was losing its shape from so much handling. "You loved
chocolate when you were a little bitty thing. You were crazy about it, in fact, couldn't get
enough. Well, one day, by some accident, your daddy let you get ahold of some ofthose
chocolate Ex-Lax squares. Oh, darling, you were so sick! You about crapped your tiny
guts clear out. It's no wonder you didn't like chocolate. But I'd've thought you'd gotten
over that by wcw."
"Wow." To Libby, this story explained a lot. "But maybe I am over it," she sdd,
boldlypicking up the stickymisshapen Hersey's Kiss. Libbybit into it, leaving tooth-
tracks. She chewed. Speakmg arounda rush of saliva, Libby pointed to her mouth and
exclaimed "It's good!"
Together, Libby and her mother ate the whole bag ofchocolate Kisses.
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THE LAST BEST THING
"Don't you think it's kinda strange Sarah butchered one ofher precious chickens?'
Betty asked her daughter. Granted, they were havinga festive liinchin honor of the
unusuallynice Iowa weather on Halloween. But, in all the years they'd lived down the
gravel road from each other, Betty had never known Sarah to butcher a chicken that
wasn't ah-eady terminal as the result of disease or accident. This onewas healthy.
"Not really," Libby replied, comfortable in Sarah's kitchen by virtue ofhaving
spent almost as much time there as at her parents' house. Shewas stuffinghandfulsof
dressing into the still-warm chicken's body cavity,where the guts had been coiled just
minutes ago, before Sarah had grimly performed a radical buttholectomy on it.
"She's really a whopper," Betty observed, going over to the sink for a better look.
"Who was it, Maxine?"
Libby shrugged.
"She's big enoughto beMaxine. Shit, Sarah's so small, if she didn't have' an ax,
this sucker coulda kicked her butt." Betty picked at the stubborn shaft of an overlooked
feather.
Ashes from Betty's Vantage Ultra Light cigarette dropped onto the bird, blending
with the mostly red spices her daughter was rubbing on its prickly skin. ''MomI" Though
Libby was forty-one years old, she gave Betty the same look she'd given her at nine when
Betty, trying to rectify a bad situation, screwed a teacup hook into the dog-chewed stump
ofher Barbie's arm.
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"Sorry." Betty moved over to the counterto assemble her famous green bean
casserole. It was, inBetty's opinion, the perfect dish; it not onlyheld together well on a
paper plate, but it didn't containa single ingredient that didn't come from a can. She'd had
to bringall her own ingredients; aside from flour anddairyproducts, Sarahnever stocked
anything she didn't butcher, harvest, freeze or canherself Betty couldn't understandwhy
Sarah wanted to make such a big production out of her meals- growmg everything,
making everything from scratch. Gathering her cansofbeans, creamofmushroom soup
and fried onions, Betty said "I wish that rooster would shut up. He's been crowing his
head off since Sarah butchered his coop-buddy here."
"Yeah, it's like he knows we're baking her," Libby said, sliding the roasting pan
into the oven. "Maybe she was his favorite or something."
"Well, he should count his blessings his number wasn't up."
Sarah, Sam's giant husband, came into the kitchen, making the room seem
suddenly small. "Speaking of blessings, when's dinner gomg to be ready?" he asked. "I'm
hungry as a bandit."
Betty smiled at the way Sam compared everything to a bandit's habits. He always
had to pee like a bandit, cough like a bandit, spend money like a bandit... Betty didn't need
to hear him tell Sarah he was lusty as a bandit to know that, for Sam anyway, bandits were
people of excessive urges and appetites. "Well, you're going to have to starve like a bandit
for a while," she said. "Libby only just now stuck the bird in the oven."
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"Doggone it. Couple hours then?" Samgot a tin of oatmeal cookies from the top
of the refrigerator and sat at the table to eat them. "What're we having besides chicken?"
he asked Libby. "Dressing?"
"Dressing, mashed potatoes, gravy, biscuits - the works."
"Don't forget my green bean casserole!" Betty added.
"Oh, yeah. We can't forget my mom's famous green bean casserole," Libby said,
rolling her eyes to indicate her opinion ofthat dish.
"Great, so now I can count my blessings and even name them." Sam fed pieces of
cookie to the dogs. "Hey, don't mash those spuds too much, okay, Libby? And make the
chickenskin crispy, the gravy thick and the biscuitswith chopped onions in them, all
right?"
"Gee, Uncle Sam," Libby said. Betty thought it was sweet the way her daughter
still called everyone Uncle and Aunt, even though they weren't related. The fictitious titles
were a holdover from her youth, though a respectful tone had not survived the years. "For
someone who doesn't know how to cook a thing, you sure do know how you like your
food cooked - in your dreams!"
Sarah entered the kitchen and Betty knew from the smell that Joe, the big
Victorian farmhouse's other resident, was right behind her. Ben-Gray mercifiillycovered
his stale sweat and hint ofurine, but not quite. IDs hair was greasy from lack ofwashing.
Betty guessed that, because ofhis frozen joints, Joe was not one for jumpmg into the tub
as often as he should. Sarah touched Joe's shoulder and he shuffled like a shackled
prisoner over to the nearest chair, groaning as he lowered himselfinto it stiffly. Betty had
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never before noticed that Joe and Sarah were exactly the same size; though Sarah was a
very small, very thin old woman, she'd always seemedthe bigger of the two. Stunted by
his deformities, Joe was a chiropractical joke, hunched in his seat like a tortured question
mark. Sarah shook several aspirins into his hand while Libby poured him a glass of orange
juice, adding a large shot ofvodka. "We're making your favorite, Uncle Joe - roast
chicken."
"Perfect."
Betty topped her casserole offwith canned friedonions and set it aside, confident
her daughter would put it in the oven at the appropriate time. "Hey, since we're making
this big fancy meal, Joe, the least you could do is get cleaned up for it. Til help ifyou
want."
"You sound-like my mother did with her bogus advice every blessed time I left the
house: *Joe? Joe! Are you wearing clean underwear? You get back here and change your
skivvies, just in case you get in an accident.'" Joe shook his twisted fist at Betty, speaking
in a high-pitched New York Irish accent. A break in the October clouds released a flood
oflight through the beveled glass windows in the kitchen. In his normal voice, Joe said
"As a nurse, you should know better than anyone, the first thing that happens when a
person gets hurt bad is they soil their pants. What difference does it make?"
The question hung in the air, along with the smoke from Betty's cigarette and little
prisms oflight from the beveled glass windows. The tiny rainbows were like scattered
tokens ofthe sun's blessmg, reflecting off the sink, the walls, the cooking pans set on the
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floor for the dogs to lick out. To Betty, Joe looked likehe'd beenbranded across the
forehead with bars ofprimary colors.
'"Besides, Betty," Joe said, "I think you just want to see my weenie."
Betty loved the way Joe always saidher name in a real special-soundmgway, even
when he was being a wise-aleck. "Ha!" she said. "If I wanted to see a weenie, it sure
wouldn't be yours!"
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"Whose weenie do you want to see, Betty?" Sarah asked. Her grin was lopsided
since she had Bell's Palsy. It was an oddly pretty smile although, on the partially paralyzed
side ofher face, her mouth sometimes drooled and that eye had a tendency to close when
she was tired.
"This is a hypothetical cfuestion? You mean what weenie would I see if I could see
any weenie in the world?"
"Yup. Any weenie."
Joe and Sam snorted, like they were disgusted with the women's game. But Betty
could tell they were really interested in their answers. Libby pretended she wasn't paying
any attention. She busied herselfwith sucking chicken juice out of the roasting pan with a
syringe-like baster that looked like it might double as a gynecological device. But Betty
could tell by the set ofher shoulders that she was listening.
So Betty thought about weenies. Her institutionalized husband's weenie came to
mind, but she didn't want to say his. Especially because the way Sarah and Sam were
looking at each other, she got the idea Sarah hadn't gotten the benefit ofher husband's
weeniefor a long time. Samwas definitely showing signs and symptoms of congestive
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heart failure in recent weeks, and Betty imagined it had been a while since they were able
to play "Connect the Liver Spots."
So Betty said "Harrison Ford's weenie."
"Yeah, I bet that'd be Sarah's choice too," Sam said. "She always wants just the
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dresser lamp on when we play around. Enough light to see that I'm a man, she says, but
not so much light that she can see Fm not Harrison Ford."
"Sam!"
Sam laughed like a bandit until he had a bandit's coughing fit. Stress incontinence
made Betty run, laughing, to the bathroom.
Betty thought that, though cooking dinnerwas fiin, the dinner itselfwas far from
festive. Conversational beginnings tended to die still-bom. Sarah fed Joe, but Sam patted
her a lot all during the meal. Sam and Sarah and Joe had always been close. They were old
college fiiends and Betty thought they must have imprinted on each other at an
impressionable age, like puppies did with their ovmers. They'd been young together
during the heady crisis ofwar-time. But the strange looks that passed between those three
aroused Betty's suspicions. Sam appeared to have lost his bandit's appetite; only Joe ate
much. Every bite seemed to mean something as Sarah forked it lovingly into Joe's mouth.
He got the white meat and all the gravy he wanted. Betty noticed she was the only one
who even touched her green been casserole.
Sam and Sarah always played big band music during dinner and "Don't Get
Around Much Anymore" came on. Jack Teagartenwas singing. The last time Betty heard
the song was in the springtime. Only then, Count Basie or Duke Ellington or some other
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swing psuedo-royaltywas performing it. The living roomwindows had been open for the
first tune in the season, so that first nice day feh much like this, which would probably turn
out to be the last nice day. Sarah and Joe had been sitting in the living room, talking and
smoking marijuana - Sarah as a home remedy for her glaucoma, Joe to keep her company
and for fian. Betty was in the kitchen making potato salad. She couldn't remember the
occasion, but she remembered the weird snippets ofconversation she'd overheard. To
Betty, it had sounded like Joe was thinking about leaving and Sarah was trying to
convince him to stay. Since Sam and Sarah had taken him in when his degenerative bone
disease got so bad, Betty couldn't imagine Joe going anywhere.
Most of Sarah's words had gotten lost in Betty's cooking noises. But Betty had
heard snatches of Joe's side of the conversation. "I'm getting where I won't be able to do
it," Joe said at one point. "I won't be capable, you know. And it would be such a relief
not to have to do this anymore."
Or: "I guess I couldwait till fall," Joe said in response to some unheard question
ofSarah's. "It'd actually be kinda satisfying to live out the summerand go before vwnter
set m- it'd be like cheating the weather. But myhandsare startingto shoot craps on me.
IfI wait much longer, I won't be able to do it myself; you'd have to help me."
Betty had been dicing onions and celery,wondering where it was that Joe could
possibly want to go andwhy, when the talk turnedto Sarah's dead dog. Joe did a Bogart
imitation whenhe said"Comeon, Sarah. Youdid it for Jasper. Do it for me." Could Joe
have beenasking Sarah to take him up to the Veterinary College in Ames to have halfof
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his jaw removed, thewaySarah had done for Jasper when thedecrepit oldcur hadcancer
of the jaw?
"You said it yourself, Sarah," Joe had said. "It was the lastbest thingyou could do
for your friend. Well, I'm your friend, aren't I? You'd begrudge methe kindness you did
your dog?" Thatwaswhen Bettyknew Sarah and Joeweren't talking about a trip. When
the dog's operation hadn't stemmed the spreadof cancerand he startedgoing downhill
fast, Sarah had taken himout and shot himto put himout of his pain. She always referred
to the incidentby sayingit was "the last best thing" she coulddo for the poor old mutt.
"What're you two talking about in there?" Betty had asked anxiously when Sarah
came into the kitchen to mix her and Joe fresh gin-tonics.
"Well;you know Joe was always determined to commit suicide when his paingot
unbearable." Sarah sawed at a lime with a steak knife, releasing a pungent tang into the
air. "And now he thinks that time has come."
"You talked him out of it, right?"
"I think he's agreed to delay it for a while, anyway."
"Oh, that's good," Betty had sighed with relief "No way can he jeopardize his
immortal soul like that, I don't care hcfw much pain he's in." She remembered thinking of
her poor husband, wasting away in a nursing home with Alzheimer's Disease. The one
consolation to the sad situation was that, robbed ofthe power ofrational action or
conscious decision, he could never commit suicide. She thought about her own nursing
experience, of the terminal patients the hospital stafi'"let go" by withdrawing life support
or increasing morphine dosages. Even such "benign intervention"madeBetty fear for
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doctors' souls. "Listen," she'd told Sarah. "You're not thinking of"helping" him, are you,
ofputting soul at risk?He's not asking you to throw awayyour own ticket to
heaven, is he?"
Sarah had given Betty an odd look she couldn't decipher at the time. "Don't worry
about it," Sarah'd said reassuringly. And Betty had thought the subject was closed.
She'd thought the subjectwas closeduntil shewas pickingthe chicken after the
less-than-festive Halloween lunch. As Betty separated the meat from the bones and set
skin and fat scraps aside for the dogs, she began to wonder. Because Jasper couldn't chew
with halfhis jaw missing, Sarah used to mix the scraps with water-soaked kibble in a
blender so he could lap the disgusting stuffup. But, on the day she shot him, Sarah had
pureed a steak for Jasper's last dinner. Suddenly feariul, Betty quickly washed her hands
and took her cigarettes and half-finished gm-tonic out to the front porch.
On the porch, everyone was uncharacteristically quiet. Betty sat down and lit a
cigarette, unable to bring herself to ask about what was on her mind. It seemed strange to
be drinkinggin-tonics - a strictly summertime drink - when the maple leaveswere tummg.
Lime-garnished glass sweating in her hand, Betty stared at the purple hollyhocks, the
yellow black-eyed susans and the rust-colored mums in the front flower bed, thinking they
had no right to be blooming so late in the season. Halloween often coincided with the first
snow in central Iowa. Though it was warmand sunny, the first smashed pumpkin lay in its
own run-over orange gore in the gravel road out front.
Joe sippedhis gin-tonic slowerthanBetty'd ever seenhun drink an alcoholic
beverage. Sarah turned to Sam andgave him the same kmd of look shegave him when he
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went to the hospital. Sheheld theglass up for Joe so long thatBetty's arm ached in
sympathy to watch. Joe took a pull on his straw and sputtered. He stoodup, only to
double over gasping and pawing at his throat.
"You know you're supposed to drink X\isX gin-tonic, not inhale it," Samjoked.
Libby asked: "Did it go down the wrong pipe, Uncle Joe?"
Sarah pounded on Joe's back, but he continued to wheeze like a rusty old pump.
"He's turning blue! Betty!"
Betty saw that Sarah was right; Joe wasn't passing any air. Betty got behind him
and plantedher fist just above his navel, fi^tically performing the Heimlich maneuver.
She lifted Joe offhis feet with every squeeze, terrified she'd break his small, probably
fragile, rib cage.
Finally, after the fifth compression, the lime pit shot out ofJoe's mouth and stuck
to Sarah's neck like a tick. His respiration was labored, but clear.
Betty felt drained after the adrenaline rush. She barely had the strength to ease Joe
into the nearest chair. Everyone was saying relieved-concemed-congratulating things. Joe
could do nothing but slump in his chair and gasp for a while. But the first thing he did
when he got himselftogether was poke his hand up in the air at Betty. By the gesture,
Betty could tell he meant to give her the finger, but forgot he couldn't separate his fingers.
When he realized his inability, he threw his hand down and croaked sarcastically "Thanks a
lot, Betty."
Betty was hurt. "Well, what was I gonna do, Joe? Sit here and watch you choke to
death?!"
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Joe was breathing easier. Sarah offered him a sip ofher own almost untouched
gin-tonic to soothe his throat. He took another, bigger sip of Sarah's drink and told her
"Yours is better." Betty waited for Joe to apologize. When he didn't, she grabbed a potted
fern off the porch railing and took it in the house. Sarah and Joe were so busy looking at
each other, and Sam was so busy looking at them, that Betty was sure they didn't even
notice her leave.
Betty had cut the fern in half and was just re-potting the second half on the back
porch when she heard a shot. She was so startled she dropped the dirt-filled pot.
Surprisingly, the terra cotta didn't break on the wooden porch floor, hard as it was from
countless annual coats ofBattleship Gray enamel paint. Betty heard the horses out back
break into a panicked gallop and she told herselfthat menwere probably trespassing to
hunt in the pasture. She reminded herself that, after all, pheasant season had just started.
The last rooster crowed and crowed and crowed.
But the shot sounded a lot like the one that killed Jasper and maimed Sarah. The
roomslooked strangeas Betty hurried through the house. Shestood anxiously on the
front porch with herdaughter and Sam thinking, inan inevitable dream-way, about theday
Sarah shot Jasper. Sarah was coming around the front of the porchslowly and alone, the
same wayshehadbefore. Shelooked like she was in shock now, too. Only thistime, she
wam't carrying oneof the fingers she'd shot offsteadying thedog's head to ensure a swift
death.
Bettyremembered Sarah in the emergency room, worrying that it would rain
before she could bury Jasper; she'd gone on and on about how much he hated toget wet.
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Then she'd said "I know there are dogs in heavenbecause, if there weren't, it wouldn't be
heaven."
Now, watching Sarah sob in Sam's arms, Betty doubted Sarah would ever have
the opportunityto seewhether or not there really were dogs in heaven.
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NOTHING STAYS BtJRIED
Sam wished he could do something to help his wife. She was weed-whacking
around the mound of earth that hadn't yet settled enough to mow over with the tractor.
Working along the fence first, she systematically beat back nettles and ironweed with
broomstick-thick stalks and skirmishing parties of raspberry canes and nut-cast seedlings
fi-om the encroaching tree-line. The gas-powered engine revved or lugged or spun clear
and the tall weeds toppled accordingly. He could feel her sweat mixingwith dust, the
poison stripes of itchweed raking her skin as it fell.
Work as she might, she just couldn't keep up with everything. Not since the
congestive heart failure took him out ofaction, not by herself. It took her half a day just to
gather up all the trash that dropped fi*om now-old trees they'd planted when they first
moved out to the farm: maples, ashes, walnuts and orchard stock to replace the blighted
elms. It was a wonder to Sam how fast those hopeful little sticks grew taller than the
house, shading the entire yard in summer. Now the shade was patchy and the lawn littered
with branches after every storm.
From tune to time, when Sarahwas especially tired fi-om yard work, Samused to
suggest that she pay someone elseto take careof the job. But '^they wouldn't do it right,"
sheinsisted. And the subject of hiring out lawn caredied when Joe did. Thenwhy, Sam
asked Sarah, couldn't she just let some of those volunteer seedlings grow, instead ofgoing
to such lengths to attack them vwth themower, weed-whacker or chain-saw? She said you
couldn't tell what kind oftree you'd end up with. It could besomething really crappy, she
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told him, like a mulberry or what she called a "shit elm," something undesirable that would
be hard to get rid of. Trouble, according to Sarah, could take root anywhere.
Maple trees released thousands ofwhirly-gig seeds in the fall, Sam knew, and pine
trees dropped cones that made a deep chunk! when a mower blade hit them. Seedlings
sprouted from the base ofstumps. The fruit trees offeredmore than Sarah could harvest
and preserve. Birds shat seeds and squirrelsburied nuts that sometimesgerminated.
Sam remembered the start of a little poem his elementary English teacher, Miss
Large, read the class each fall, the one about "...squirrels dragging their nuts through the
grass, to store against the winter's repast." The boys got a kick out of that! Especially Joe.
At lunch-time Joe staggered around the school-yard all bandy-legged, arms arched away
from his body, crouching low like he was carrying a heavy burden between his legs. "Look
at me!" he'd cry. "I'm the industrious squirrel! I'm a nut-dragger!"
In the nearly forty years between the time Joe dropped out ofcollege and the time
he moved in with them, Sam only saw Joe at Sarah's annual end-of-the-summerbirthday
parties. But Joe could be counted on the retell the squirrel story whenever he reached just
the right combinationofa little drunk and a lot high. Because ofthe painfril deformitythat
wouldmake his lifeunbearable, hewas already short and bandy-legged. It didn't matter
how many times Sam saw Joe's rendition, he always laughed himself sick when Joe
crouched down to do his nut-dragging.
And now, Sam thought, Joe's nuts arepushing up daisies. Well, a hemp plant, to
be exact.
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Sam watched his wife finish her weed-whacking, careful not to nick the mariju^a
bush that had sprung up in the raised mound ofdirt. Miss Large neglected to mention, in
that long-ago English class, what happened when a squirrel buried a nut - an acorn, or
perhaps a marijuana seed in a shirt pocket - and left it there. It was all too easy for Sam to
imagine things that would prevent a squirrel from coming back for its nut. Forgetfulness,
for example. Or death.
Sarah's grief sent out new shoots every time she mowed out back, weedy emotion
that Sam overcame with Calamine lotion. He soothed the chalky liquid onto her hot rashy
skin, blending the pollen and tears into a streaky pink coating ofcomfort.
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BETTER THAN PARADISE
"Ah! This is paradise!" Evan sighed. He finally felt like he was right where he
belonged: in the middle ofIowa, on Sarah and Sam's front porch, in the metal lawn chair
Sarah had re-painted orange for him, with a sweating gm-tonic in his hand, surrounded by
his oldest dearest friends. The way the world looked from Sarah and Sam's porch was just
how Evan wanted to see it. He only arrived at the farm fifteen minutes before, but already
the smile muscles in his facewere sore fromhappiness. He took a long luxurious sip of his
gin-tonic, drinking it in along with a sky-blue sky so dazzlingly clear he had to close his
eyes to it.
"This isn't paradise," Sam, Sarah's giant husbandoffifty years, contradicted. "You
just left paradise. SanDiego has ideal weather, fabulous food, beautifijl beaches, gorgeous
women, enlightened culture. Iowa onlyhas about five really nice days a year and..."
"And this is one ofthem."
"Yes," Sam acknowledged, propping his swollenankles up on the metal chair
across from him. "But tomorrow's sure to be crappy, you can count on it. And if the wind
was out of the east, we'd be gagging on the stench ofMueller's hog lot." Evan smiled. As
long as Evan had known him - nearly halfa century now - Sam had always been contrary.
Sam played devil's advocate even incollege at theUniversity ofIowa, when hewasinlaw
school and Evan studied Pharmacy. "Chicken-fiiedsteak is haute cuisine around here
and..."
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"But I live for the BLTs I eat during my visits here: fresh tomatoes - not those
hard tasteless 'reds' from the grocery store - homemade bread, that great thick-cut Iowa
bacon... mmm! And the sweet com, right out ofyour garden! What could be better?"
Evan asked, suddenly hungry.
"Still," Sam persisted, "I think you have it screwy; people around here retire to
San Diego - or Arizona or Florida. Not the other way around. Trust you to go about
retirement bass-ackwards."
For Evan, Iowa's pleasant unevemfulness promised the fulfillment ofhis life's
ambition. "Yup, that's how things turned out for me," was what Evan had always wanted
to say one day. He hoped there'd come a time in his old age when he'd be able to look
back on his life andbe sure that everything that was going to happento himhad pretty
much already happened. He was certain the time had come now that he'd moved back to
unchanging Iowa at age 65.
"Not that we're not glad to have you here, you understand," Sam added. His chair
groaned as he leaned over forward to touchEvan's knee. Sam wasclearly suffering from
the symptoms of congestive heart failure, but thewarmth of affection temporarily
displaced pain in his eyes at he looked at Evan.
Evan knewhe'd be welcome, though it gratified him to hear it. He planned to be a
useful addition to Sam andSarah's household. In recent years, they'd taken less fortunate
fiiends into form a kind of cooperative private retirement community. Joe, a beloved
fiiend oflong standing, moved into the Victorian farmhouse when his degenerative bone
disease progressed beyond the point atwhich he could care for himself Betty, a long-time
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neighbor, moved in last year when she had to sell thefarmhouse down the road to pay her
husband's nursing homeexpenses, and shebrought herdaughter Libby to help withwork
around the place.
"Where's Betty?" Evan asked nonchalantly.
In Evan's mind, Betty was Iowa's biggest attraction; no placewould be paradise
without her. Though shewasn't the only reasonhe visited for one week each year, she
was the reason he always left again. He hadxo see her, but he couldn't stay around and
watch her living with that meancheating bastardof a husb^d. Now that Fredwas more
or less out ofthe picture in a nursing home, Evan figured it was safe to indulgeat least
part ofhis long-time dream.
"She and Libby ran to town for some things." Sam chuckled. "You know those
two: they can't do anything simply. It must run in the family. We were getting low on gin
and tonic water and, the next thmg you know, they came up with a list as long as my
arm.
"Must be some list then; you're a gorilla."
"Yeah, they said they'd be right back. But they're in shopping mode, so I got my
doubts. 'Right back' in Betty-time could mean anything." Sam rocked in his chair. "You
know, I've got to hand it to Betty. She's really bearing up under her misfortune here.
Guess it'll take more than losing a house and a husbandto set that feisty old broad back."
"Fred died?" Evan's stomach dropped as his thoughts plummeted from the top
floor ofFred-bashing to the basement of self-reproach.
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"Yup. No one told you? It was back inMarch. You know how those Alzheimer's
folks have trouble swallowing? Well, he choked to death. Finally out ofhis pain. It's a
mercy really."
"I suppose." Evan was overwhelmed with conflicting emotions. He felt like he was
caught in a major earthquake, forced to evacuate immediately, carrying only his most
precious portable possession. "And Betty...?"
"She's fine, just fine," Sam reassured him. "And between you and me? I think it's
the best thing for her."
Evan wondered just what exactly Sam meant; "the best thing" could mdicate any
number ofthings. But Sam didn't elaborate and Evan didn't ask. "Hmm," was all Evan
said.
"But, hey? Speaking offemale company, Sarah ought to be done fooling with
those tomatoes pretty soon."
"I can wait," Evan said, glad to change the subject. He settled back in his chair and
took another sip ofhis drink. Vaporous white clouds unraveled themselves languidly
overhead. "I feel likeI got all the time in the world now. Not like in SanDiego, I'll teU
you." AlreadyEvan could hear himselftalking likean lowan; in a familiar shorthand, in no
hurry at all. "You know, SanDiego might be paradise, but paradise alsohas its demons. I
suresawa lot of themin the pill-pushing business. You canbet I'm not sorryto leave
behind thejunkies that came into my pharmacy trying to pass themselves offas diabetics
to buy needles. Orthe"shoppers," who goaround to area emergency rooms at state
expense caging pain pill prescriptions they then tryto fill at all the local drug stores. Not
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to mention all the customerswho're just plain crazy. No," Evan shook his head and took a
big sipof his gin-tonic. "If that's paradise, you cankeep it. This is ierter thanparadise."
"Speaking of demons in paradise," Evansaid as the screen door yawned open. He
was out ofhis chair and hugging Sarahbefore the door evenclosed. Sarah's touch andthe
sound ofthe screen door banging shut snapped Evanfirmly into place like the sudden
releaseoftension in a spring, altering his perceptions. Just as Sam looked morewashed-
out with sickness since the last time Evan saw him, his wife also seemed diminished,
almost fi-agile: her long hairwas whiter and sparser, like it mightcome out in Evan's
hands; and she was even thinner, like her finebones were trying to break through her skin.
As he embraced her, Evan got the funnyfeeling that his armswere the only thing holding
her together.
"Here, now," Sam cautioned playfiilly, addressing Evan with the same tone he'd
use on a dog who was humping his leg. "Quit that. I gotta turn a hose on you two? Let go
ofmy wife, Evan. Gretone ofyour own."
Chair feet scraped on the gray-enameled wooden porch floor as they sat down and
Evan thought he'd never seen anj^hing with such striking clarity as he saw the bands of
shadow and bright sunlight angling through the slatted porch rail. Shimmering like a
mirage, a serviceable pick-up truck emerged fi"om the tall lushly-green com and
meandered along the gravel road in fi"ont of the house. Sam and Sarah waved to the
driver. Evan waved too as gravel dust sifted down on the alreadydust-caked lilac bushes.
"Speaking ofdemons in paradise," Evan began again, 'Svhere's Joe?" Tliis was the
timeof the forty-sbcth annual party, a reunion of all thosewhose fiiendship had survived
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the years. Joe, who flui^ed out ofcollege, alwaysmade it to every one ofthese yearly
events, no matter where he lived or what he was doing at the time. 'TSTow that he's living
here, I'd expect he'd be punctual, for a change." And drunk and high on dope, Evan
thought. He couldn't recall ever seeing Joe at one of these parties without a beer bottle in
his hand. And Evan smiled to think ofJoe's "self-medication" policy: Joe swallowed
handfuls of stomach-rotting aspirin to dampen the pain ofhis arthritis-like bone disease
symptoms and smoked marijuana, as he claimed, "for Sarah's glaucoma." Sarah did, in
fact, smoke rharijuana to reduce the pressure m her eyes, but Joe smoked it with her for
fun. "You are having a party this year, aren't you?" Evan asked Sarah with quickening
concern. Sam shook his head. Sarah's face told Evan something was wrong. "Joe's not
sick, is he? Where is he?"
Walking with Sarah toward the far comer of the farmstead, Evan knew the answer
to his question even before they arrived at the grave behind the roofless original garage.
Joe always said he'd shoot himself when he decided that the pain ofhis terrible disease
outweighed the pleasure ofhis life. "Did he...?"
Sarah swayed her head. The motion was neither a nod of assent or a shake of
denial. Or maybe it was both. "In a way," she said.
With the swiftness ofa stroke, Evan had an immediate, though vague,
understanding ofthe life-altering situatioa "But what...?" Evan asked, unable to finish the
sentence, unsure just exactly what it was he wanted to know.
Shetold Evanabout it in a passionless voice that soimded like shewas recounting
something remote fi*om her, something that'd happened onTVor to a stranger ina
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newspaperarticle. Joe was going to shoot himselfbeforehis handsfroze up entirely, while
he could stillpull the trigger. She could onlytalk himout ofsuicide at that time if she
agreed to assist himwith it later. "It was the last best thing I could do for my friend,"
Sarah told Evan, as ifthat explained everything.
Evan stared at the cement headstone. In addition to his name - spelled out with
imbedded marbles Evan recognized from Joe's collection —the slab featured an
impression ofwhat was unmistakably Joe's stubby hand, makmg Evan think ofprehistoric
artwork. Ifhe still had any doubt - which he didn't - the carefliEy pruned plant growing
from the mounded earth would've convinced Evan that Joe was indeed buried there; it
was a bonsai marijuana bush.
Fingering the pot plant, Evan asked Sarah: "You know this is illegal, don't you?"
Sarah was flabbergasted. She sputtered, not even knowing where to start, trying to
figure out ifEvan was referring to the illegalityof the pot plant or ofJoe's assisted suicide
and his subsequent burial in her back yard - as ifhe might consider the crimes equal. One
emotion after another chased across Sarah's face. Evan couldn't decide if this was the best
or the worst thing he'd ever said, the funniest or the cruelest. Evan experimented with an
apologetic smile before the tragic absurdityofthe situation twisted upward in him,
unreelmg spools ofemotion. A snarl ofanguishand laughter caught in his throat.
Sarah literally laughed till she cried. Evan put his arms aroiond her and was struck
byhowsmall shewas. He asked himself if she'd shrunk; Sarah always seemed so much
bigger to him. But she didn't weigh even onehundred pounds and it wasn't until that
moment Evan realized that sheneverhad. And therewas something elsemissing in Sarah,
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besides the illusion of size. Evan couldn't get a fix on the difference, mentally probing the
question like a tongue inspecting a broken tooth. He held on to his dear old fiiend, not
knowing whether her birdlike chest shuddered with sobs or guffaws, not knowing whether
the tem-s sliding down his own face were caused by hilarity or hysteria.
Evan felt the deep, wet, ragged breath Sarah took through the loose weave ofhis
polyester-blend shirt. She exhaled the words: "He'd gotten blissfially stoned." Evan knew
she was describing the day of Joe's death. He could see it: Joe was at his slyest, his most
devious when he smoked marijuana. He told the most outrageous stories under the
influence, his very funniest; they went on and on and on, doubling back on themselves and
jumping off onto tangents. Yet Joe's stories always held together; though intricate, they
were internally consistent and plausible within themselves so that, as long as Joe was
telling the story, everyone always half-way believed it.
"I'm not real worried about the legal part," Sarah said. "I know it'll be bad ifI get
caught. But I don't think there's much chance of that; no one - aside from us - has
noticed Joe's gone yet, and I don't think anyone ever will. Who's going to miss a crippled
old coot? He's got no family except us, the family he picked out for himself. Ofcourse,
we have to keep cashing his social security checks. As if they're even worth the effort!
And without a death certificate, I wonder how that'll work out, how we'll ever be able to
stop? The social security people will eventually notice a 120-yearold guy still drawing
support. Won't they?" Evan pointed out that, if they did, Sarah would be 120-ish too, and
any court would surely go easy on such an old crone.
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More seriously, Sarah said that even if the odds ofgetting caught were higher,
she'd still have done it; it meant so much for Joe that her own risk was no consideration in
comparison. "I couldn't not do it," she said, as if shewas debatmg herself "What was I
going to do, let him suffer? Or let him kill himself before he really needed to? No, the hard
part was actuallygoing through with it. I hated shootinghim. But really, I think I'd feel
the same either way, whether he killed himself or I did it for him. At least I think so."
Stepping back from this speculation and collecting herself, Sarah said "Anyway!" like a
throat-clearing. She shook her head and gathered up the loose ends ofher story.
"He promised to hold his head still," Sarah said in a quavery voice. She gulped
hard. "That was a condition of the deal. And he did. I've got to give him a lot of credit for
that. Especially since I hesitated." Evan knew the story of Sarah's maimed hand. Of
course, she'd be gun-shy: she'd shot off two fingers putting her poor old cancer-riddled
dog out ofhis pain, steadying his head with her left hand to make sure one shot did the job
right. Evan tried to picture himselfhelping Joe out of the world. He couldn't. He felt
selfishly glad Joe hadn't asked him to have any part in it. And he certainlycouldn't fault
Sarah for balking at the fatal moment.
Evan told Sarah she was being awfijlly hard on herself; she didn't alwayshave to
be so strong; she didn't have to be responsiblefor everyone and everythingall the time.
He asked her if she could've done better; if she didn't think she did a good job, if she
didn't think thiswas what Joe wanted?Afterworking herway through all the double
negatives, Sarah said no. Evan took this to mean she understood that she couldii't have
done ^y different or anybetter. Shewas the natural onefor the job: the person Joe loved
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best in the world and there was no question that, out of all the people Joe mightVe asked
for help, Sarah was the toughest. Evanreally had no idea howhard it wasfor Sarah or
what she must've gone through.
Joe's death didn't shock Evan; it was inevitable and, as Sarah said, the last best
thing. What did shock Evan wasthat anything could rattle Sarah like this. The thing that
had been botheringhimabout Sarah, the thingthat had struckhimas missing, was a
presence, not an absence. The newquality, that seemed likea lack, was uncertainty. Evan
had seen Sarah in bad circumstances before, but never so shaken, never touched by doubt
or regret or whatever it was chafing her likea rash. Hewished he could prescribe a balm
or salve for her soul's relief.
For a moment, Evan wondered ifFred was buried out here, too. But he wasn't, of
course; Joe was the only human among those buried behind the old garage. Evan read the
names ofall the dogs and cats Sarah had ever had and remembered most of them.
"He told me 'wcw' just as one ofthe horses - the dirtywhite one - started running
in the meadow there," she pointed, using her whole hand, "right where the biggest bam
used to be before it bumed down. I was standing to the right ofhim and a little behind, but
I could tell he was watching the horse." Sar^ dropped her hand back to her side and Evan
took it. It was ridged with heat-swollen veins, much more liver-spotted than Evan
remembered, and cold - as she aged, Sarah's circulatory system had become as sluggish as
a reptile's. Maybe sensation had faded in her extremities, because Sarah didn't seem to
notice that Evan was holding her hand. She stared in the direction ofthe crumbled stone
foundation, mesmerized by her own story. "Joe got pissed when I didn't shoot. He said
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ncfw, goddammit, now and held his head absolutely motionless, though I knew it had to be
hard for hun to resist turning to watch the horse." Evan looked at the horse now as if it
held some clue. It stood in the trampled lot and idly stamped a hind hoof, unconcernedly
chewing grass growing from the rubble of the barn's foundation.
In a voice so flat it was spooky, Sarah said "I think he was mad at me. Or at least
he wanted me to think he was. I told him I loved him. He dipped his head ever so slightly,"
- she nodded to illustrate - "not enough to throw ofifmy aim. He hit the ground lifeless
before the shot even echoed off the remaining out-buildings."
Neither ofthem said anything for a while. Evan felt they needed to wait until
Sarah's words - and their implications~ dissipated in the suddenlychilly air. IfEvan had
been moving, he thought, he'd have sworn he walked through a spider's web.
Other women's eyes got red and puffywhen they cried and then* faces lost
definition. Sarah's eyes sank into her face, throwing her nose and cheeks into sharper
relief The skin under her eyes darkened as fast as a bruise, as if she lost three nights of
sleep in as many minutes.
"Other animals - like chickens - take a while to die," Sarahexplained. "It's as if
their bodies don't know their brains are dead." She looked at Evan to see ifhe
understood. He nodded. Thoughhe'd only butchered one chicken once- preferring ever
afterto limit hisparticipation to the grilling andeating endof the process - Evanknew it
wastrue that theyliterally run around withtheir heads cut of£. Obviously, Evan
concluded, the brain wasnot crucial to a chicken's functioning.
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"But dogs and humans," Sarah went on as if she was reading her words offJoe's
headstone, "they're alive one instant, then the next instant they're just a dead dog or a
dead human. Then they're just a body that becomes a logistical disposal problem. And
they have nothing to do with the personality you know and love and have lived with side
by side for years."
Evan observed that a dead human being would be quite a logistical problem
indeed. Sarah noddedagreement, thewaya person does when a job she's committed to
turns out to be bigger than she bargained for. "But we had it all arranged," Sarah said, as
if it was a problem that could be organized away, as if she was talking about the menu for
a big holiday meal. "There were some snags, of course," she admitted with a small smile.
"Joe picked a beautiful day to die, but a real shitty day to be buried. He sure would've
appreciated the irony though, making us stand out in the cold and rain like that.
Everyone's bursitis was acting up, and we hadn't gotten our flu shots yet. I worried we'd
all catch our death of pneumonia."
Evan told Sarah he was glad they didn't catch pneumoniaand die; he was too old
to be digging a bunchof graves. Evanwasjoking, of course, but he thought that actually
digging a gravewould've left himlessworn out than he felt after hearing Sarah's news
about Joe. He suggested picking some vegetables for supper, since theywereout bythe
gardra anyway.
Evan shucked sweet com, his hands growing sticky from the sugary milk of burst
kernels. Sarah cleaned ten ears while hewas still struggling to pick theclinging silk
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strands from his second ear. Knowing it would take as much practice to adapt to country
life as it would to adjust to the fact ofJoe's death, Evan concentrated harder on his task.
The tomato plants were trained to a garden fence, tied with strips of cloth torn
from an old shirt of Sam's that Sarah never did like. Sarah stooped amongst the plants
carrying the fruit in the hammocked front of her blouse. From where Evan stood over his
slowly-growing pile ofcom husks, she made a lovely picture. The farm had always had
that kind ofcharm for Evan, like a pastoral painting. And it was even better in reality than
his fond and frequent imaginings over the years.
The last time Evan saw Joe was the year before. Joe sat on the front porch as Evan
got ready to go back to San Diego after the week-long party. Evan stopped to take in the
inviting scene: disreputable-looking Joe in the shadewith a bottle ofbeer, the big white
wooden pillars, sweet-smellingwisteria bloomingon the trellises, an intent cat twitching in
the lace-drapedpicturewindow, a pet BarredRock hen pecking for toast crumbs among
the high-contrast shadows, his now-orange chairamong a companionable collection of
other old steel lawn chairs, hanging ferns, a tin watering can, the brass spittoon. Evan
remembered tellingJoe it looked likea NormanRockwell picture. Joe took a swigof his




Sarah dreamt ofwinter. It was a blindingly clear morning so cold she was afraid
her eyes would turn to balls ofice. Needles of air burned her lungs and froze her nostrils
shut. Expanding frost wedged between her aching teeth and into her joints. Sarah trudged
across the numb landscape, the loose deep snow crunching under her feet. The blank
whiteness concealed any trace of a path ahead ofher and the sharp wind immediately
erased her wake.
But Sarah knew where she was going: to the chicken coop to water the chickens
and collect their eggs. She suddenly became aware she was carrying a gallon jug ofboiling
water that the hens could drink longer before it froze. The jug steamed in the brittle chill
and warmed the hand that held it. Sarah realized she was dreaming, that she had dreamed
this dream many times before. But that was no consolation. Repetition only increased
Sarah's convictionthat, when she got to the coop, shewould find the hens' eggs broken
with cold. All of them were alwaysbroken: one by one shewould extract the eggs from
the straw only to find their shell-flecked embryo sacs exposed and frozen solid.
Even in her dreamSarah knew that broken eggswerenothing to get upset about.
In real life she simply gathered the frost-ruptured eggs and let them thaw in a bowl on the
kitchen table. Theywere still fine to cookwith. But that was in herwaking life, and Sarah
understood thatwaking rules did not apply to dream existence. In the sleeping world of
broken eggs, Sarah was oppressed by thecertainty that something bigger than mere eggs
was damaged beyond repau*.
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Approaching the coopwith habitual dream dread, Sarah was surprised to seethat
the eggs appeared to bewhole. Shepicked oneupwarily, suspecting a hopeful delusion. It
was unbroken. And it was still warm.
Sarahwoke up cupping her handaround the memory of the preciouswholewarm
eggof her dream. The night held itselfmotionless, as if listening. Sarah listened too, to her
sickpillow-propped husband's labored liquid breathing. After a mixed half century
together, he still felt enormously pleasing to Sarah: familiar andwarm and loving, even
asleep. He instinctively cinched his arm around her shoulders, folding her to his side. Sarah
fit her head to its best resting place at his armpit and drew comfort fi"om her husband's
body, a quiet joy mixedwith wonder. She stared into the darkness and asked herselfwhen
he had started smelling like an old man.
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IT COMES WITH THE TERRITORY
Renee eyed the thinwire mesh of the screendoor warily, conscious ofthe fact that
it was all that separated her from the vicious-looking dogs barking at her. When first one
woman, then another, older woman with bizarre hair came to the door to tell her Joe
wasn't home, Renee was not surprised. Shewas pissed off. But she couldn't demand to
see a client; a home health care nurse had no such authority. Asking to see himwas the
extent ofher current obligation. Takingno for an answerwas her only option. Being shitty
about it, however, was her own satisfyingmodification of the rules.
What had started months ago as an attempt to schedule a routine follow-up visit by
phonehad escalated into some crazy recursive joke, Renee suspected, and a realwild
goose chase. These weird old people had jerked her around beyond endurance, blowing
her offfirst on the phone, now in person. As if she didn't have more than she could handle
already with those ofher clients who would cooperate, not to mention her senile Uncle
Earl, her loser son, menopause, car problems and her alternately charming and vile ex-
husband. Stepping down from the porch with her unfilled forms, Renee had absolutely no
idea what to do next, though she had no doubt her supervisor would give her one.
The telephone run-around had gotten to be such a pain in the ass that Renee hadn't
actually called this geezer commune for a couple ofmonths. If they didn't want the free in-
home check-up service they were entitled to, "fine, fijck 'em then," was her attitude. She
would've been content to let the whole thing drop, except that the charge nurse noticed
the overdue follow-up.
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Renee explained to her supervisor (the hard-assed bitch) how she'd been calling
the house periodicallyfor months, trymg real hard to arrange to see Joe. It didn't matter
that he wasn't even her case, not really; she'd inherited him when the last home health care
nurse resigned from the territory (now she knew why). "But somebody else answers every
time I call," Renee complained to the charge nurse, a fat old cow who jSled everything in
triplicate. "They say Joe can't come to the phone: he's in the bathroom, in Minneapolis, in
love, indisposed." That was the honest truth though, even as she said this, Renee realized
the excuses were always different, often contradictory. It was like these people were
making up a whole life for this ciippled-up old boy.
"In love, indeed," Renee's supervisor sniffed. "It says right here on his chart that
the client is hardly ambulatory and needs assistance eating and dressing. I sincerely doubt
he's able to take trips or make dates." She made this sound as if it was somehow Renee's
fault.
"But what can I do?" Renee asked. "How can I see the client ifthese people aren't
going to let me make an appointment?"
Renee's supervisor sighed elaborately; In an infiiriatingly fake-patient voice, she
said"Has it ever occurred to you to just get in your car and drive on out there?" The
charge nurse dispatched Renee immediately after Report, a meetingwhich featured a
lecture about the evils ofneglecting outstanding referrals.
Thirty-five miles from town, a lot of it gravel, andRenee hadbeenkeenly awareof
thegreat distance between farmhouses. She was sure herrattle-trap car's acuteengine
condition would become terminal miles from help. HerAC was shot and she had to roll up
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thewindows to keep out the fine road dust that coarsened her hair, cottonedhermouth,
grittied her skinand jSlmed her rearwindow on the inside. And she ran out of cigarettes,
with no place in sight to buymore. After dragging her ass all the way out to this farm,
theseold peoplehad the nerve to giveher the brush-off! She was so fiustrated shefeh like
crying, except she knew the hot tears pressing behind her eyeballs would mixwith the
gravel-powderon her face and turn to mud or paste or worse - something likeconcrete.
On the way back to her grime-covered car in the weedy rock driveway, Renee stepped on
a delicate sahnon and pale yellow columbine flower that drooped over the sidewalk.
Her car wouldn't start. Nothing. No matter how many times she turned the key in
the ignition or how hard she pumped the accelerator, all she got was a still-bom steering-
column click. She sagged forward, resting her face on the big, hard, old-fashioned steering
wheel, the molded grip like cool knuckles against her cheek. She was flicked. She was
beyond fucked. Oddly, there was a strange kind of comfort in the thought and Renee
relaxed under the flooding realization that she could get no more fucked, not now. She
had achieved maximum fiicktitude. What a relief
A knock on the driver's side window nearly made Renee choke on her own heart.
A little gray-haired woman spoke to her through the glass, but Renee couldn't make sense
ofher words over the flash flood ofher own alarm. The womanwas saying "unlatch the
hood," but it sounded like an apology. She pointed at Renee's knees. "Pull the hood
release." Renee couldn't find the catch lever right away. Whenshe finally did, she pulled
it, then slumped back pressing her hand against her chest.
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Over the length of the heat-radiating hood, Renee watched the scrawny old woman
feel around for the spring trigger the way a nurse starting an IV would palpate for a good
vein. In the brief instant before the hood popped up between them, it seemed to Renee
that the woman didn't have all the iOngers on her left hand. While her heart-rate slowed,
Renee stared at the hood's weather-skinned finish but continued seeing the woman on the
other side, thinking she wasn't as old as she first appeared.
Pushing the long car door open, Renee got out slowly, stiffly, as if she herselfhad
aged while sitting inside the car. "Loose coil wire," the woman announced, seeming to
address whatever she was fiddling with. She could be anywhere fi*om 55 to 70, just a little
older than Renee or the age her mother wouldVe been. It was hard to tell. She had stringy
gray old-lady hair and none ofyouth's subcutaneous fat. But she moved with business-like
grace as she dropped the hood shut, brushed her hands together like they were
congratulating each other, and told Renee "You're all set." She was missing fingers fi"om
her left hand, two of them.
"Are you a car mechanic?" Renee asked.
Thewoman lauded. Laughing, shelooked much younger, her face fulfilling a real
living purpose. The gray hah* seemed out of place, incidental, like a prematuregenetic
accident. "Oh, no, honey. I'm a farm-vwfe " shesaid, like that explained everything.
"Well, thanks. Thanks a lot." Strangely, Renee was certain that the car was not
onlyfixed, but somehowbetter than ever. Shemeantto get back in the car and leave. But
thethought of resuming herlife suddenly made herweary. She hesitated.
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"Listen, honey. You look tired. And thirsty? You like a nice glass oficed sun tea?'
the woman asked, smiling. "Or a gin-tonic? Catch your breath a minute before getting
back to your busy day?"
Renee's dry mouth clamored at the suggestion. "Actually, this is my last call. I
guess I really would like..."
"A GT, then. With lime?" The woman read Renee's mind. "Coming right up.
Come sit and relax in the shade." She led the way back to the porch and Renee followed,
careful to step over the flattened columbine on the walk.
A giant old man sat heavily in one ofthe old metal chairs, dappled by the sunlight
sifting through the trellis-trained wisteria. He hadn't been there before. IDs ugly bare feet
were propped in another chair, grossly swollen ankles looking like something that'd been
left soaking too long. "Darlmg," the woman who fixed Renee's car said to him, "this is....
Uhm, this is.... I'm sorry, dear, I didn't get your name."
"Renee!" said the giant old man. "Glad to meet you. I'm Sam." He extended a
huge hand.
Renee looked at the woman who'd fixed her car. Then looked at Sam. "How did
you...?"
"Your name's on that little tag deal," Samexplained, pointing. "Right there on
your blouse."
Renee looked down. "Oh. Right."
"Sit down and be comfortable, Renee. I'm Sarah, just so you knowwho to thank
for the drink." She had the screen-door open andwas half-in, half-out ofthe house.
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"Get me one too, will you?" Sam asked.
"Andyou," Sarahsaid to him. "Don't be spending too much timelooking at this
girl's name-tag, now." If she'd had an index finger, shewould'vebeenwagging it. As it
was, it looked like shewas playfully shaking her fist at him. "I don't want himto see
things he's nevergomgto get the good of," shesaid to Renee while winking at Sam.
"Things likehealthy young 'name-tags' or clean houses." Renee noticed that Sarah was
quite flat-chested.
With a nod to indicate his swollen ankles, Renee asked Sam: "Pulmonary
problems?"
"Congestive heart failure."
"Well, then you probably know about salt intake, cholesterol, diet and everything."
"Yup. All too aware of it."
"You're aware GTs aren't part of the plan."
"Yup. Know that too."
"You don't smoke, do you?"
"Nope."
'TDamn." Renee sat down. "I sure could use a cigarette right now."
"Well, hit Sarah up when she gets back with the drinks."
Renee and Sam were onto the topic ofhypertension medication when Sarah
returned to the porch. One ofthe women that answered the door originally~ the one with
clown-colored hair —came with her, and it turned out she was a retired nurse who'd also
pulled a stint in homehealth care. They started talking shop and, by the time shewas
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halfway through her gin-tonic, Renee was so relaxed it didn't even matter to her that her
new Jfriend Betty's hair was a color usually displayed to best effect under a black light. She
watched a sharply-marked bird streak out from under ai)ig bush in a blur ofpipe-cleaner
thin legs. It stopped abruptly. "What kind ofbird's that?" Renee asked, pointing.
"AKilldeer," Betty explained. "Her nest's under that lilac bush and she's trying to
lure that feral cat away from it. See him? In that shadow there?"
The shadow Betty pointed out became a cat swiveling its head to watch the
Killdeer flutter one wing and let it hang uselessly at her side. "Oh!" Renee cried in
compassion. "The poor bird has a broken wing!"
"No she doesn't," Betty said. "It's a trick to get the cat away from her nest."
The bird called attention to herselfby name. "Kill-deer! Kill-deer!" she shrilled like
a babywith a one-track mind. She shook her hangingwing and scurried a yard away with
it. The big black cat followed, in a ground-hugging surge ofdetached shadow.
Betty started swatting flies. "You sure are nursingyour drink," she observed to
Renee.
"Leave her alone, Betty," Samsaid. "She's a nurse, that's her job. Get it? And,
hey? While we got a practicing nurse on the premises, maybe you can giveme some
advice. I've had thispain inmy knee here for a couple weeks now.,." Sam reached to pull
up his pants-leg. "Hurts like a bandit."
"Put it away, Sam," Sarah scolded. "Shedoesn't want to see youruglyold knee.
Besides, that's nothing. You had a pain in your knee for two weeks? Well, / Ve had apain
inmy ass for... How long webeen married now? Fifty-two years?"
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"Ha!" Sam winked at Renee. "Too late to divorce her now, I suppose. Vd
probably drop dead from the lack of aggravation."
Renee went along with the gag. "Recent medical studies are starting to support
your theory. Constantmarital irritation might makeyou live longer."
"Nah," Sam contradicted. "It just seems longer, is all."
Betty smacked Sam with the fly-swatter. "Oops."
This teasingwas fun, a playful expression of the love these old. folks clearly felt for
each other. Renee was happy to be included, though it made her long for the same kind of
fnsky affection in her own life. Onlytrouble, no joy, awaited her at home. Noticing the
way the dusk had started collecting around the porch, Renee reluctantly decided to leave.
The Killdeer and the cat had relayed severalyards farther from the lilac bush. Bumminga
cigarette for the road, she remembered the original purpose ofher visit. She told Sarah
"Just have Joe call me when he gets back from..."
Sarah, Sam and Betty all looked at each other for a long moment before they
blurted out answers. "The movies." "Des Moines." "He's at a movie in Des Moines."
It was obvious to Renee that these people were trying to get their story straight,
trying to remember what they'd told her earlier. She was certain Joe wasn't at any movie
in Des Moines, but it really didn't matter to her anymore. "Well, I'm sure he's having a
good time, wherever he is," Renee said sincerely. "Though, if I was him, I'd be happy to
get back home, too. It's been a real pleasuremeetingyou folks. And thanks a lot for fixing
my car."
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Renee stepped down from the porch, her motionstartling the Killdeer and the cat.
The bird's stillness shattered into flight and the cat leapt after it in desperate-clawed
fiitility. "Jesus!" Renee exclaimed. Shewondered how the bird felt ifher own heart was so
unnerved. "Why do you suppose those birds build their nests on the ground like that?" she
asked the old folks on the porch. "What kinda evolutionarysense does that make? You'd
think they'd have a healthier sense ofself-preservation than that."
"Well, it seems to work for them," Sam observed. "You see they do have their
diversionary defensive tactics."
"Yeah, but it seems like an awful lot ofwork," Renee countered.
Betty shrugged. "It niust be worth it to them somehow," she said.
"Or maybe they don't have any choice," Sarah speculated. "Maybe it's hard-wired
into their genes. Maybe it's instinct or some firm Killdeer conviction."
"Well, whatever," Renee concluded. "I got to be going. Call me when Joe turns
up, you've got my card."
Something was definitely going on here, but it no longer struck Renee as some
kind ofsinister conspiracy. It was harmless,whatever it was and, after all, not really her
problem. She'd tried. If she did nothing, the case would be referred to whoever the next
link in the bureaucratic chain involved. She even toyed with the idea ofcharting a fictitious
meetingwith Joe, just to be out ofthe loop altogether. Who would that hurt? It might be a
big help to the sweet, fiinny, old folks she was wavinggood-bye to.
Renee's car started right up, the engine idling smoother than she remembered it
ever sounding. She had tears in the comer of her eyesfrom laughing. It'd beena long time
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since she'd been in such a good mood, likemaybeher problemsweren't insurmountable.
Maybe things would work out for her someday after all.
Renee hadn't gotten very far from the house, not even off the section, when she
spotted a little old-timefamily cemetery. Something about those quaint countryplots
made her feel real sad in a good kind ofway. In the long evening shadows cast by the tree-
line it was hard to tell, but this one looked lovinglytended, protected from the
surrounding fields by a little fence, just the wayRenee liked to see them. The headstones
were more upright than usual in such circumstances, but with the same tall narrow
proportions that evoked a bygone poignancyfor her. Renee pulled over for a closer look.
Tire-thrown gravel dust drifted ahead ofher vision. Even when it cleared, the little
graveyard was hard to see. Because of a deep bramble-filled ditch between the road and
the cemetery, Renee couldn't get very close. Even if there were no snakes in the ditch, she
was unwilling to risk snags in her poly-blend uniform pants. But there was something
unusual about this cemetery that compelled her, something slightly wrong with the
lettering on the headstones. Squinting, she saw that the words were too short, for one
thing, first names only. And they weren't carved, exactly, more like pressed into the stone.
And the stone wasn't stone; it was concrete. The names were fiinny, too: Jasper, Gypsy,
Emilie, Roscoe, Othello, Tillie, Frank,... like pet names.
It was a pet cenaeteiy, not a pioneer cemetery. Somebody with too much time on
their hands, someone that placed way too much importance on their animalshad come up
with this. Renee looked around. Shewasn't far from those old people's house. It must be
theirs. It was kmd ofcute really, vwth little plantmgs offlowers on the graves, flowers that
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probably had some significance to the memory of the dead dog or cat. Forget-me-notson
one, irises on ,another, tiger lilies,... a pot plant? Sure enough, there was a .well-tended
marijuana bush smack in the middle of a rather recent-looking grave, one where the filled-
in dirt hadn't had time to settle completely yet. The concrete headstone had pretty marbles
imbedded it, and... a hand-print? YeSj certainlya hand-print, right next to the word "Joe."
Renee dismissed each idea as soon as it came into her head: Joe was another pet,
all of the graves were human ones, Sarah and Samand Betty were mass-murderers
masquerading as sweet old folks,... No. Shewas positive that she finally found Joe, that he
was the only human buried out here, that those sweet old folks reallywere sweet old folks,
and that Joe had died somehow and they'd buried him here for some very well-intended -
ifmisguided - reason of their own.
Driving away, Renee thought about how good those nice old people had made her
- a stranger - feel. She imagined how Joe, one ofthem, must've felt in the midst of all that
jostling love. He would've had the best care and he certainly couldn't have died under
better circumstances. Tempor^y putting aside the questions ofwhat Joe died of and why
they buried him on the farm, Renee thought about her own loveless life and envied Joe. If
no one gave a lusty crap about her now, who would be around to ease her last days?
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STILL PEARLS
Libby threaded her way through the dark furniture-packed living room carrying a
brown paper sack and a gin-tonic. On the sun-flooded porch, shewalkedpast her mother
and handed the gin-tonic to the woman she calledAunt. Both ladies' hair was a mess. But
Libbyhad purchased a wide assortment ofparaphernalia inDes Moines with which to
correct the situation. "Okay, who's first?" she asked.
"Don't look at me," said Sarah, taking a sip of the drink Libby'd brought her.
"You know my hair policy."
"Yes, I do," Libby acknowledged. Sarah's hair told the story ofher life: she
wouldn't allow anyone to cut it but her husband. Sam had trimmed her hair twice a year
since he married her at nineteen. That made about a hundred haircuts now and Libby
marveled at the fact that Sam's haircutting skills had never improved, even after so much
practice. Sarah's hair was unfashionably long, stringy and quite gray. Since she had had
her own hair cut short at age forty, it was Libby's opinion that no one should let their hair
grow past their earlobes past menopause. Though Sarah was sbdy-nine years old, she had
never set foot in a beauty parlor. And it showed. Sarah's hair was probably the worst of all
the women, but the easiest to fix, if she'd only let Libby cut and dye it. "That's why I
brought this. '^ Libby moved her gin-tonic out ofthe way and rooted around in her paper
bag until she produced a plastic bag fiill of ecru-colored powder.
"What's thai?''
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"Clear henna. It won't changethe color of your hair. It'll just make it healthier and
shinier, like a natural conditioner."
WithLibby and hermother urging her, Sarah consented to the treatment. She
wanted a towel or a sheet to protect her clothes, eventhough her sweatshirtwas on
inside-out and backwards. It was her policyto wear a sweatshirt the conventionalway the
first day, backwards the secondday, inside-out the third day, and inside-outand
backwards the fourth day. Shemaintained that, that way, it wore more evenly and didn't
get dirty so fast. Libby laughed to herself at Sarah'spredictability: thiswas the fourth day.
Even afterLibbymarried at 21 andmoved to Coloradowhen her husband's
en^neeririg firmtransferredhim, she returned periodically to Iowa; it was the one
constant in her life. She needed to see her mother and renew her relationship with the
placeshe'd grown up. Besides, it gave her the delicious sensation ofslumming; she always
went back to Denver with quaint tales of rural life that made her homesick in the telling:
the bigVictorian house with enough land for a subdivision that would go for a million
dollars easy in Denver, feed-store caps instead ofcowboy hats, laundry hanging on the
clothesline just like a fabric softener commercial, beer iced in old wash-tubs, fi^eshly
butchered free-range chicken dirmers, sweet com right offthe stalk, bon-fires, the stars
they had so many ofin the Midwest, the birds that sang so loudly they woke her up at an
ungodly early hour. Though this visit had lasted for over a year - the time it took to help
her mother put her senile father in a nursing home, deal with the loss of the family farm
paying the nursing home bills necessitated, reconcile herselfwith his eventual death, and
ease her transition into Sarah and Sam's household - Libby still hadn't completely
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accustomed herself to Iowa life again. She was beginning to think that, after spending half
her lifetime away, there were some things she'd never get used to. One ofthem was the
state of these ladies' hair.
"This feels weird," Sarah said as Libby applied more and more warm henna paste
to sections ofher hair. "It feels like cow shit on my head."
"Kinda looks that way, too," Libby's mother observed dryly.
"Don't talk, you're next," Libby said, pausing for a sip ofgin-tonic. "What color
did you dye your h^r last, an5way - glazed carrot orange?" For her mother, Libby had
bought a subtle, sophisticated brovwi hair dye that was loaded with abuse-forgiving
conditioners and contained absolutely no trace of red.
Libby's mother snorted. "You're a fine one! Yourhair looks like something that
got caught in farm equipment."
Before Libby could come up with a response, Sarah asked brightly "Isn't it great
having our own personal beautician around?"
"Well, thanks, Aunt Sarah," Libbysaid, caressing the henna into the old lady's
scalp. Libbywas forty-two years old, but she still calledSarah "Aunt." They weren't really
related, yet —because Libby had grown up just down the road fi-om Sarah and Sam ~ she
considered them family and never out-grew the fictitious kin-names. "Although,"Libby
added, "in Mom's case, my services are kind oflike pearls before swine."
Libby's mother was amused, though shepretended to be indignant. Sarah
struggled to fi-ee a hand fi-om the sheet that protected her neckand clothing. Shepatted
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Libby's blue-jeaned leg reassuringly. "That's okay, dear. Even pearls before swine are still
pearls."
Libby laughed and dabbed more blood-temperature henna mud on Sarah's hair.
The late-morning sunlight draped across her shoulders and arms like velvet. A hornet
circled the rim ofLibby's glass. "Besides, Mom. Don't you want your hair to look nice?
After all, you seem to be hitting it offpretty well with Uncle Evan. And I just thought,
maybe..."
Libby's mother fidgeted in her metal porch chmr, avoiding her daughter's eyes and
the question they ,held. Sarah's scalp became alert under Libby's hands. The women were
alive with the knowledge that Libby's mother had not returned to the big house the night
before after visiting Evan in what had originally been the farm's smaller hired man's house.
"Just listen to yourselves!" Libby's mother laughed uncomfortably. "Here we are,
doing each other's hair, talking about boys. We sound like a bunch ofteenagks! Next
thing you know, you'll be passing notes in study hall and sneaking out back to smoke
cigarettes."
"Well...?" Libby asked insinuatingly.
"Well,what?!" her mother wanted to know. She looked defiant, but her face was
bright red.
"Well, are you two... an item?"
Libby's mother slumped back inher chair, looking suddenly deflated. "Oh, honey,"
she said, hervoice perfectly intune with a breeze that made thedry wisteria leaves rustle
and Sarah shiver under her sheet. "I don't knowwhat we are."
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"Two people maybe finding a little happiness together, Mom?" Libby suggested.
"Oh, how can you say that!"
"Ouch!" Sarah cried. Libby had pulled her hair at her mother's angry response.
"Sorry, Aunt Sarah. Mom?"
Libby's mother looked like shewas goingto cry. Libby's hand fluttered over her,
afi"md to deposit henna mud with an actual touch. "Mom?" she asked again.
"What's viTong, dear?" Sarah asked, her eyebrows arched m concern, stalagmites
ofunattended hair stiffening in the breeze.
"I feel like I'm being unfaithfiil to your father," Libby's mother said.
"Unfaithful?r Libby recoiled from the idea, knocking over the pan ofhermapaste.
r
Thewooden spoon bounced twice on the Battleship Gray-pamted porch floor before it fell
into the flower bed. "How can you be unfaithful to Daddy when he's dead? Not to
mention the fact that he cheated..."
"Hush, now. You know he was sick " Sick, my ass, Libby thought, though she
didn't say anything, "Besides," Libby's mother continued, "who in their right mind'd have
me, the one-titted wonder? You gotta have doubts about someone who wants to sleep
with this." She pushed her busty chest out, as if that was visual proofofthe mastectomy
she'd undergone twenty-one years earlier. She was wearing her prosthesis, but Libby felt
the absence as keenly as if it was her own. Though her mother might not admit it, Libby
was certain that her father started preferring other women's beds at the time ofthe
operation, long before the Alzheimer's.
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"Somethingyoumightnot realize," Sarahsaid quietly, "is that Evan lovesyou. He
lovesjow. I don't think he cares aboutyour breast; I think he'd have you under any
circumstances. Why do you think he came back? It was for you."
Libbynoticed that Sarah's hair had crusted over. "You can go rinse that out now,"
she said.
"He came back forj'tw," Sarah told Libby's mother again before the screen door
slammed shut on her. To Libby, Sarah looked like some geriatric punker ghost vwth her
sheet and spiky hair and solemn pronouncements.
Libby watched the emotions wash over her mother's face. She seemed to be
comparingwhat Sarah said with the events oflast night and coming up with a squared
account. Then her features collapsedagain. "He held me," Libby's mother said, as if Evan
had perpetrated some monstrous perversity. "Even besides the sex, I mean. And the sex..."
Her fece was a flash-flood of embarrassment. "He made love to me! Your father never..."
"Oh, Mom," Libby held her mother without touching her with her hands, hands
whose skin were beginning to stretch and tighten with the drying henna paste. "Is that
such a bad thing?"
"It's a scary thing. And the way he touched my... my deformity. Like it was
special, like all ofme was special. Like I was... Like he..."
Libby supplied the rest of the sentence. "Like he loves you, Mom? Ifyou don't
know that, then you're the only one; I've known it allmy life. Sarah's right: that's why he
came back. That's also why he stayed away all these years: I think he couldn't stand to see
the way Dad treated you."
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"Your father..." Libby's mother began in a correcting tone.
"Hewas an asshole. Mom, pardon-my-language. Admit it." Libby'sbackhurt from
bending down. She straightened andbrushedthe orangeybangs out ofher mother's tear-
mottledface, leavinga greenishstreak ofhennacrumbs on her mother's lined forehead.
"Don't you think you deservehappiness? Don't you know how lovable you are?For a
crazy old orange-haired broad, that is." Libby grinned andhermother smiled back
tearfijily. "Besides, nobody's perfect. I'm not, you're not, Evan's sure not."
"Right," Libby's mother agreedgamely. She sniffed. "In fact, there are some real
plusses to only having one tit."
"That's right," Libby said as Sarah came back out onto the porch with a towel
wrapped around her head.
"This way, I only have to get halfd. mammogram," Libby's mother continued.
"And you know how much fim those are." All three women cringed. "Sarah! How do they
gwQyou a mammogram?"
Extraordmarily flat-chested Sarah said "Oh, they use a microscope. Okay, just
kidding. They X-ray my nipples, I guess." Her pretty but lopsided grin was the result of
semi-paralyzing Bell's Palsy.
Now the women were into a familiar comic routine. "And you know how you're
always trying to lose weight,.Mom," Libby prompted, right on cue.
"That's right!" Betty exclaimed. "And there's no better way to do it than a
mastectomy. You just wake up a couple hours later and - ta dah! - you've lost five
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pounds! Well, not in your case, Sarah. Takefive pounds ofFa you andyou'd disappear,
you're so skinny."
"Yeah, yeah." Using the hand missmg two fingers, Sarah pulled the towel ofFher
head. She shook her long hair out and asked "What d'you think?" The afternoon sunlight
that slanted through the cloyingly sweet-smelling wisteria on the porch trellis hit Sarah's
straightwet hair. The gray shonea pure radiant white, revealing the few remaining darker
strands to be rich with every shade ofbrown and red.
Libby and her mother joined hands and said: "It's beautiful."
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VIAGRA FALLS
Sam decided that he and his wife offifty years would have a second honeymoon.
Even if it killed him.
Sam had to stop and rest twice as he walked across the side yard firom his big
Victorian farmhouse to the four-room share-cropper's cottage that Evan and Betty were
living in. He wanted to arrive looking fi^esh, so he'd have a better chance oftalking Evan
into giving him a dose ofthe Viagra that was clearlymaking Evan's sex life so rewarding.
Just in case someone was looking out of the kitchen window ofthe little house, Sam
paused to rest by the garden. He coughed facing the peppers and tomatoes, hoping it
would appear that he was merely checking the progress ofvegetables. It was early enough
in the season to worry about the newly-transplanted seedlings. Though grass clippings
were heaped around the milk cartons sheltering the plants, they were still vukierable. But
the same,chill that threatened the seedlings didn't keep the sweat fi"om breaking out on
Sam's face. Surely no one could tell how hard he leaned against the dead plum tree.
Though he hadn't smoked for nine years, Samwished he had a cigarette.
Sam finally reached the porch ofthe little house, intendingto rest on the topmost
step.But he no sooner sat down than the screendoor yawned open and snapped shut,
lettingout a brief snatch ofBetty's beautiful voicehumming something bluesy-sounding.
"Hey, buddy. What're you up to this finemorning?"Evan lit a Camelnon-filter
cigarette and flipped the spent paper match into the side fiower bed. He looked at Sam
expectantly, inthe sly good-humored way he regarded everything smce he shacked up
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herewithBetty andthe Viagra. Sittmg down beside Sam onthe top porch step, he pulled
straight the flannel shirt he'd obviously just thrown onoverhis unbelted pants. Sam
wondered what it would be like to sleepwith someonenew, someone he hadn't known
when shewas young andwatched grow old. Rather than seeming exciting, the thought
struck Sam as rather sad. Evan could onlyguess what color Betty's h^ had been; Sam
had a vividmemory ofSarah's pre-gray hair and how its multi-huedchestnut lushness felt
and looked against their skin
"Well," Sambegan. The smoke from Evan's cigarette made his nose itch. So did
the smell of coffee - real coffee, not de-caf- commg from inside the house. "I was
wondering ifI couldn't borrow a dose ofViagra from you."
Sam's request stole the contented look from Evan's face. "But you have
Congestive Heart Failure!"
Sam waved the notion away vwthhis cigaretteless hand. "Yeah, well. It's better,"
he lied.
"Better?! You don't just get over a little thing like that. What's your doctor say?
No way in hell would he give you a prescription for Viagra, not in your condition."
"I shoulda known better than to ask a retired pharmacist," Sam said as ifhe was
addressing the complaint to an unseen audience. Unfortunately, because ofthe farm's
isolation and Sam's debilitating dependence, Evan was the only one he could ask.
"Damn right! And after forty-some-odd years ofpill-pushing, I guess I should
know about drug interactions, too. Even if you weren't a CHFer,"- Sam cringed to hear
this cute acronymization of his condition (it made him feel like a member of someperky
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club or,worse yet, a support group) - "you're ona beta-blocker for hypertension. It
would make taking Viagra totally ineffective, for the same reason it controls your high
blood-pressure. So, even if this was agood idea—which it's not—there'd be absolutely no
point..."
"But Fm not on a beta-blocker anymore," Sam saidtruthfiiUy. He hadn't taken
thatpill forthree weeks, the length oftime required to become efifective inthefirst place.
He figured thatwould be the same period he'd need to get it out ofhis system so the
Viagra could do its trick.
"It doesn't matter, Sam," Evan said.
Sam didn't likethe pityinEvan's eyes, so he lookedaway. WhenEvankept
talkmg, his words seemed to bounceoffthe side of Sam's head. "It's not goingto happen.
Evenif you didget an erection, you'd probably pass out. Now, ifyour doctor prescribes
it, that's one thing. But I won't give you any Viagra. Sorry."
"Okay, pal. Thanks anyway. Thought it wasworth a try." Samheavedhimselfoff
the step, not meeting Evan's eyes. "Catch you later then."
"Oh, wait! No you won't. Betty and I won't be coming to supper; we're going into
Des Moines tonight and out to eat. Tell Libby not to set places.for us."
"Okay." Sam remembered when he and Sarah used to eat alone too: with candles
on the table or naked in bed with finger-food, licking grease and salt - other things he
couldn't have now - fi'om each other's face. Everyone always ate at the big house
together until Betty and Evan fell in love and started eating - either in or out - by
themselves sometimes. Ofcourse they had to eat soup because Betty suffered from
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Temporo-mandibular Syndrome; it robbed her oftheability to open her mouth more than
an inch or chew anything harder thananover-boiled potato. Thesaddest partwas she
usedto be a locally-famous singer of torch songs ("The Blues Diva") until her jaw shot
craps onher. Sam thought Evan probably called her his "little TMJer." No sooner did he
regret this mean thought thanSam meanly imagined TMJ's impact onthe oral part oftheir
sex life.
"Maybe you andSarah'dlike to come along?" Sam heard the last-minuteness, the
attempt at compensation inEvan's offer, though heknew the invitationwasno less sincere
for it. "Yeah, that'd be fun - a double date.We couldgo to that good Italian restaurant
where theyhave that tomatoeybeanandpasta soup Betty likes. Maybe the used
bookstore?"
"I'll let you know."
But Sam never told Sarah about the invitation.
It took him a lifetime to re-cross the side yard. He thought about how he once
bragged to Sarah that he had the libido ofa football team. She said, straight out, "I have
enough libido for a football team too." As ifhe wasn't aroused already, she thought about
it a second - long enough for that devilishgrin Sam loved to spread across her sweet sexy
face - and added "Well, the first string anyway." And she hadn't been exaggerating. Not
much. They'd both contracted cases of"honeymoonitis" - urinary tract infections brought
on by excessive, rambunctious mtercourse - during their wedding trip to New Orleans
fifty years ago. Sam remembered learning the true meaning ofthe phrase "pissing and
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moaning," and howhardit hadbeen to recover from the condition in thosepre-penicillin
daysof sulfa drugs.But it had beenworth it.
Samslumped against the chicken coopandcouldn't remember the last timehe'd
made love to his wife. Hens clucked excitedlyfor food but ignored Samwhen they saw
nothing in his hands. Thinking abouthis sexual inability made Sam feel hung-over with
weariness. Most nights, he had to sleep sittingup - in his recliner or propped up in bed
withpillows - so hewouldn't drovra in lungfluid. Theurge to He pronewas often
overwhelming; he used to ache to measurehis flat lengthagainst Sarah's, to feel the
smooth familiar fit oftheir bodies.
But a strange kind offear had grown up m Samover the past few months, making
it impossible for himto lie naked next to Sarahevenon the rare occasionshis lungswere
clear enough. Their bodies had become estranged. Some sort ofbarrier lay between them
that was bigger than the flannel shorts he'd started wearing to bed. The shorts were his act
ofconsideration; they'd always slept naked before and he thought it must be torture for
Sarah to feel the press ofhis Johnson in the cleft of her sweet ass when, because ofhis
vascular problems, that limp trjutor could do nothing more than stick to her like a slug in
the slick ofhis night-sweats. He said the shorts were for keeping his sensitive parts warm
during frequent nocturnal bathroom trips. And Sarah accepted his explanation though he
was hot on the coldest nights and the nights were still mild.
Back when they were still trying, Sam once told Sarah how much he appreciated
her patience with his sexual dysfunction. How long ago had that been?Her hair was only
starting to turn gray when, again, in spite ofher inspired attentions, he'd failed to achieve
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erection. So, as a stop-gap measure, he hadpleasured herwithhisfingers. He broached
thesubject as her breath slowed to anormal rate. "You're really racking upthepoints," is
how he put it.
"Points?" she asked, lifting her hot flushed face from his chest. Her eyesfocused
on himwith sharp curiosity. "You mean like green stamps?"
"Something like that."
"You mean I can trade them in some day, when I accumulate enough ofthem, for
somethingvaluable like a toaster-oven or a fondue set?"
"Sure."
Shethought it over. "Well, Tve got enough points saved up nowfor theMazerati,
I think. Maybe the time-share condo."
"Time-share condo, hell! You've got enough for the Mediterranean villa."
"And the Lear jet?"
"The Lear jet too. Sweet Pea."
"Hot damn! Willyou come visit me at myvilla? Til send the Lear jet for you."
"You bet. Just make sure you give Raoul, your seventeen year-old Puerto Rican
gardener, that week off. I know you hired him for how he looks with his shirt off, not how
well he trims hedges."
"Now, you've got it all wrong!" she objected slyly. "It said right on his resume that
he was good with bushes."
Though she blamed herself for an inability to conceive live children, Sam knew that
Sarah had never failed at anything. He, on the other hand, failed her at every turn and.
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though his failings had to hurt and disappoint her, Sarah always succeeded inturning them
intoplayful near-triumphs. Shewas a saint. Shedeserved better.
After supper and the news, Sam lethis wife get comfortable inbedbefore he
joined her. Herhead was bolstered by her doubled-up pillow asshe read over the top of
the eighteen-year-old blackcat that slept across her throat. Shesmiled at Sam as the
bedsprings groaned, accommodating his weight. Disturbed, the cat gave him a dirty look.
Asalways, the smell and feel of the Sarah-warmed covers stirred him. Gently prying the
book out ofher hands, Sam said "I asked Evan for a dose ofhis Viagra today."
"What?!" Sarahsat up so fast the cat became airborne with alarm. "You didn't...
He didn't..." She lifted the covers to determine the status ofhis penis.
Sampushed the bedclothes backdown. "No, hewouldn't giveme any," Sam said.
"Well, I guess not! But why did you...?"
"I reallywanted to pleaseyou, SweetPea. Hell, I wanted to pleasemyself for that
matter. It's been so long sincewe...'' Sammade outward circleswith his hands, helplessto
finish the sentence.
"Oh, honey." Sarah hugged him, stillinghis circling hands.
The compassion in her voice angered Sam. "Damn it!" He pounded the bed
between them with his fist. She drew back. "It's been a long time smce I've been a real
husband to you, a real man for you, like you need. I was going to go back over tonight
and steal the stuf^ but I wasn't even man enough to do that."
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Sam looked at the collapsed tent of blanket over his lap, not at Sarah. When she
didn't sayanythmg, he said "But I thought whatmight happen if I... if something went
wrong. Evanwould get the blame, andwe don't needanymore trouble."
"Didn't you think ofme?" Sarahasked. Her voicewas sad. "Did you think howTd
feel ifyou... if something went wrong?"
"But I was thinking ofyou!" Sam looked at Sarah. There was no reproach in her
face, just sadness, love, andmaybea littlewistflilness. "Even if I did... die, I would've
givenyou some pleasure for once. I'm not muchof a husband as it is, you wouldn't be out
much. And maybe it'd be nice to go out in a blazeofglory, as it were - 'cause lovingyou
is so glorious, dear, remember? ~ instead ofwasting away like some old..."
"Stop it! Just stop it!" Sarah never got so mad. She had Sam's fiill attention. "Such
self-pity, I can't stand it. Is that what you think? You think I staywith you out ofwhat?
Obligation? Pity? I'm no martyr, and you know I don't have an altruist bone in my body. I
love you, you jack-ass! I wouldn't pity you ifI wanted to - which I don't - you do so well
that way for your own self It's like masturbation. And you sure as hell don't need me for
that"
Sarah crossed her arms tightly across her narrow chest. "I'm sorry, Sam. I just
don't see how you dropping dead on me would be doing me any favor." A tear detached
from the comer ofher eye and lost itself in a delta oflaugh-lines.
Sarah sniffed. She giggled. "Besides, can you picture that?" Sarah uncrossed her
arms and squeezed Sam's flabbybicep. "I'd be trapped under you, you're so big. It could
be hours before someone found me." Her laughter took on a hysterical cast. "And think of
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therescue operation! Talk about 'Jaws ofLife;' they'd have to bring inawinch to haul
you offme."
Samwas laughing, too. "You're the only wench I'll everneed," he assured her.
"Damn - hup! - right!" Sarah's laughter had turned into hiccups.
Theyboth hadtears in their eyes when they smiled at eachother. They embraced
and laidback in the bed they'd sharedfor so long it had conformed to their bodies- lower
andwideron his side, higher and narrower at hers. Sam adjusted his armto cradle Sarah's
head and rubbed her backuntil the hiccupping spell passed. He was careflil not to tickle
her; she was the only person he'd ever heard ofthat was ticklish not on her ribs, not on
her feet, but on her back.
Sam held Sarah closer than he'd dared to for months. Looking into her eyes, he
saw everySarah he'd ever knovm, somehow superimposed. Therewere Sarahs of every
age, from everyphrase oftheir life together. Andtheywere all loving himprofoundly,
eagerly, hopefully. In that moment, Samrededicated himselfto lovmg her as well as he
could for as long as he could.
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GIVING UP THE GHOST
She'd never succeeded in convincing him before, but Sarah tried again anyway.
"You're dead," she informed Joe.
"No I'm not." He smiled provokingly, as mischievous-looking as life. As always in
these dream conversations, Sarah didn't know ifJoe was pullingher leg or ifhe genuinely
believed he wasn't dead.
"But I shot you in the head. Don't you rememberthat?"
'T)o I look like I have a hole in the head?"
Sarah had to admit Joe looked intact, though that certainlywasn't the way she last
saw him in the waking world. "But we buried you."
"Do I look buried?"
Joe actually looked very exposed: sitting on a stool in the middle ofwhat appeared
to be a vast vacant stage, the infinite unfinished set of a really big production.
"But you are dead!" Sarah insisted.
"Not as long as you keep dreaming me," Joe said. He smirked. "What would Sam
say ifhe knew we kept meeting like this?"
"Oh! You!" Sarah rushed at Joe. Though she got closer to him, she realized she
herselfhad no substance. "IfI had a foot, I'd kick your dead ass, you smart-assed little
bastard!"
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"Tsk, tsk. This sort oflanguage from an Englishteacher?" Joe was amused, which
just infuriated Sarahmore. "Whatwouldyou comment on a student's paper if he wrote
that? Let's see: redundancy, inappropriate word choices,..."
"Just because you're dead doesn't mean..."
"Doesn't mean what? I can't correct your grammar? You can't kick my ass? You
don't even have a body, so who's the nonexistentone now, hm?Maybe/'w the live one,
dreaming^c?w, and you're..."
"Don't you start in on that existential bullshit with me!" Sarah was blisteringwith
frustration. How like Joe to turn everything around, making her so defensive about her
own actuality she couldn't persuade himofhis death! She couldn't use logic; she just had
one very compelling fact to support her case: "You're dead."
"Then show me the death certificate," Joe countered smugly.
"IfI had a death certificate," Sarah said sadly, "I wouldn't be in the fix I am."
Even without a body, she slumped in defeat.
"I'm really sorry about that. I'm sorry for all the trouble I've caused you. I'm sorry
for the trouble yet to come." Joe got off his stool and stood next to where it seemed she
was.
"It's okay," Sarah said. "I knew what I was getting into. At least I thought I did."
"You can always talk to me, you know. Tell me what I can do to help," Joe urged
her kindly.
"Well, you can admit you're dead, for starters."
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"Okay, Tm dead," Joe said and disappeared.
Sarah awoke to a sense ofloss and the smell ofa just blown-out candle.
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DEAD RECKONING
Lost in central Iowa's grid ofgravel, Renee was trying to find her way back to a
highway or even a county road. She kept driving in the general directionof DesMoines:
south and west, south and west, through the checkerboardof road-lined com and bean
fields. But, after a long day visiting her most annoying home health care clients, fatigue
and fiustration disoriented her. Even if she had one, a map wouldn't do her any good since
she had no idea where she was. The fields and farmhouses all looked the same and Renee
suspected she was looping around in circles. Sheworried about what her uncle was doing
at home in her absence. And she worried about what she would do if she didn't find
somewhere to buy cigarettes soon; she was down to her last one.
Renee lifted her Bic lighter to the cigarette pinched between her lips, but it was out
offluid. Without taking her eyes from the road, she felt around in her nursing bag for a
pack ofmatches among the blood pressure cuffs and stethoscope. She found the matches,
but the cigarette dropped fi'om her mouth and she had to recover it fi^om her lap before
she could light it. Because the road was so dusty, Renee cracked the window only enough
to thread the spent paper match through. She inhaled deeply. But instead of soothing
tobacco smoke, Renee's mouth filled with the foul acrid taste of a burning filter.
Standing on the brake, Renee spit the cigarette onto the dashboard and skidded to
rest at an angle to the road. The car enginedied ten yards fi'om a stop sign. "Fuck! Fuck!"
she screamed. She fumbled -with the door latch of the '79 Monte Carlo. The handle was
trickyunder ideal circumstances and didn't yield to her angrywrenchings. 'Tuck!" Renee
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poundedon the steeringwheel twice before sheburst into tears, knuckling her stinging
fists into her eyes.
Life came down hard on Renee, penning her m with a rage much bigger than the
car. She could not figure out why things were so unfair. No one else she knew had a son
that was such a loser or an ex-husband that was such a shit. And, as if those things weren't
bad enough, she was saddled with the care ofher senileuncle. Renee hated him for the
way he was driving her to distraction and ruining her life. Everyday, she awoke afiresh to
the despair ofthe situation and wished he would die. But he wouldn't; Alzheimer's was
fiendish that way, keeping him alive long after it robbed him ofhis senses, just so it could
suggest new ways for him to make life miserable for Renee.
When she looked up, Renee wearily recognized the crossroads she was near.
Straight ahead to the west was a bullet-riddled sign saying "MinimumMaintenance Road."
It indicated a dirt fann access rutted impassablyby the tires of tractors or the four-wheel
drives high school kids took into these hidden places for their beer parties.
A through gravel road lay perpendicular in fi'ont ofRenee. Turning right would
take Renee to the farmhouse of an odd but kind bunch ofold folks she'd visited earlier in
the summer. They'd been a big pain in the ass for Renee because ofthe run-around they'd
given her about trying to see a client who livedwith them. Or so she supposed, since she
later found out he didn Vlivewith them; he was dead, buried on the property. Renee had
spenta lot oftime thinking about the grave she'd trippedacross. It was lovely. And the
old people were so sweet that Renee was certain Joe, the client, had come to a good end.
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Shebeganto cry againat the thought, wishing shewas so loved that her own life and
death could be as merciful and gracious.
Renee didn't know exactly where the road south led. Speculating about the
possibility of it takingher closerto a paved road, Renee fantasized about driving far away
from all ofher problems: out ofher home health care territory, clear past Des Moines to
somewhere she'd never been before, somewhere there weren't wayward sons, cheating
husbands and crazy uncles. Her son could just rot in jail the next time he got picked up;
her ex-husband could go fuck himself the next time he got homy with no young little
floozy around; her uncle could hurt himselfor starve in her trailer and he'd be dead before
anyone found him.
Starting the car, Renee eased up to the stop sign. She turned north towards the old
folks' house. If they couldn't help her solve any other problem, they could at least give her
a cigarette.
The barking dogs streaked up to the car as Renee pulled into the farmstead's
driveway. They knew her, so their aggressive display turned into an enthusiastic welcome
when she opened the car door. She spoke to the two collies in words that pleased them
and stroked their eager heads. But, because the resolution she'd come to seemed like a
betrayal she was bringing to the farm, the dogs' greeting felt like a reproach.
Betty came to the door wiping her hands on a dish towel that made Renee
nostalgic for a childhood much different from her own. "Well, Renee!" she exclaimed,
clearly as glad to see her as the dogs. "How are you? Oh, Sarah'U be glad to see you.
We're just putting up some tomatoes." Then Betty seemed to catch herselfand her
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fiiendliness retreated a hasty step. She cameout onto the porch as if shewas defending
the interior of the house. "This is a social call, I hope? Or is it more home health care
busmess?"
"Well..." Renee wasn't sure how to start. "Social, I guess. Got a cigarette? I could
sure use a smoke."
"Here you go,, dear."Betty finished withthe towel andproduced a packand
lighter fromthe pocket of her lightblueblouse. Her hair wasa believable shade of brown
today, instead of the industrial-accident orange Renee had last seen. "Areyouokay?" she
asked, pushing Reneetoward a metal porchch^. "You look likeyou've been crying. Is
everything all right?"
Dragging gratefully on her cigarette, Renee told Betty "Everything's all wrong."
She was surprised at how good it felt to talk to someone and how glad she was to see
Betty. Betty was her favorite among the house's residents: a comfortable-lookingold
wom^ who had the same figure Renee would if she let herselfgo a little. "You would not
believe the mess my life's in. My son's in constant trouble, my husband -1 mean my ex-
husband - is a tot^ um, jerk." Renee only narrowly avoided saying ^asshole.' "And my
uncle's a senile old bastard who's flushingmy life right down the toilet. And that's just the
Reader's Digest version." Renee smiled lamely as a sympathetic dog laid its heavy chin on
her leg.
"Oh, honey," Betty commiserated. She touched Renee's shoulder, leaving a trace
of seedy tomato gore on her white sleeve. "Wait right here," she said, standing. "You'll
feel better telling me all about it over a nice glass of ice tea. Be right back."
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Bettywasgone long enough forRenee to smoke twoof herVantage Ultra Light
cigarettes - oneafter another, lighting the second one with thestill-smoldering buttofthe
first. The smaller collie crawled into the shade under the fi-azzled wicker table, while the
larger onecollapsed, hittmg thewooden porch floor like a weighted sackofbones. Sitting
on the stately old porch in the afternoon sunlight slanting through the trellis-tramed
wisteria, Renee thought about her other visit to the farm: how the hospital had sent her
out to see the unseeable home health care referral Joe, how Sarah had fixed her car, how
the kind old people had refreshed her thirst and her spirits withgin-tonics, laughterand
temporary inclusion in their uncomplicated love. But then, driving away from the
farmhouse, she'd seen Joe's grave and her thoughts kept cu-cling back to it like crows to
road kill.
When Betty returned with three glasses ofhoney-colored tea on a tray, Sarah was
with her. Sarah was so thin that the strings ofher flour-sack apron wrapped around her
twice. As Sarah fumbled with the tie, Renee thought the apron's juicy red stains made her
look like a butcher. "Okay," Sarah said, sitting down. A green twist-tie held back her long
gray hair. "Let us help you, even if it's only by listening. What's wrong?"
With a cold drink in her hand and a sympathetic audience, Renee felt better
already. "It's my uncle," she said. "He's driving me nuts. He's got Alzheimer's, stage 6.
It's terrible." She shook her head, unable to express the magnitude ofthe desperation she
hoped these old people held the solution to. "You just don't know what it's like."
"I know what it's like," Betty said quietly. "My husband died ofAlzheimer's." She
looked at Renee with sad understanding.
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"Then you know why I just can't stand it anymore!" Renee began to cry and her
words came out in a hot rush. "I can't care for him. I had to cut back my hours at the
hospital, so I lost my insurance. And I don't dare leave him alone anymore. I have to bar
the door when I'm gone and I spend all the time I'm not working undoing whatever he did
when I was working." Renee's cheeks were wet with tears. She lit a cigarette and took a
deep steadying drag. She exhaled slowly. The dogs were restless and glanced uneasily at
the cloud ofblue-tinged smoke that hung heavily in the still air ofthe porch. "He doesn't
even remember himselfony more. His life isn't doing him any good. It's not even a life at
all. And he's ruining my life!"
"Why don't you just put him in a home?" Betty asked gently.
"Do you have any idea how expensive nursing homes are?"
"Yes, I do. I know exactly how expensive they are. I lost my house paying for my
husband's care." Betty said this with great dignity, makingRenee think she was proud of
her sacrifice.
"Oh, I'm soriy." Renee realized that Betty's loss accounted for her presence at the
farm, living with the other old people who'd probablycollected here as the result of
similar misfortunes. Before, Renee had speculated that theseold folks mustbe elderly
brothers and sisters- some kindofrelations, since they seemed like one big lovingfamily.
Even unrelated, as she now sawthem to be, theyweremuchmore of a family than
Renee's ownbloodkin. "But see? I don't even have a home to lose. I rent," she explained.
"Oh, dear."
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"But you folks seemto havea nice set-uphere." Renee looked around, mentally
cataloguing the tidy lawnand flower beds, the bigwell-cared-for house and healthy dogs.
"I take it this is kind of a cooperative situation?"
"Oh, yes," Betty laughed. "Call it a communal geezerville, our little home away
from the old folks' home. We all take care of each other the best we can." She winked at
Renee. "Beats being strapped in a wheelchair, forced to watch game shows and eat stewed
prunes, by a long shot."
"Hmm." A previously-unformed idea started to gel in Renee's mind.
A rackingxough announced Sam's approach. Sarah's giant husband suffered from
congestive heart failure and he shuffled out onto the porch slowly. "Well, I thought we
had company, saw the car. How are you?"
"Come sit down, Sam," Sarah said. A collie ushered Sam to his chair. "You're just
the man we need. Sam's a lawyer," she told Renee.
"I used to be a lawyer," Sam qualified.
"Anyway, here's the situation," Sarah said efficiently. "Renee's uncle has
Alzheimer's and he's past the point she can care for him herself She needs to get him into
a home, but lacks flmds. What're her options?"
"Well." Sam propped his swollen feet up on an empty chair. "Ifyou don't have the
money, there're programs to cover it. Like Title XIX. You need to look into that. Is he a
veteran? Any insurance policies? I'd be glad to help you..."
"But he's got money," Renee said. "That's the problem. I don't want to just hand
it over to some nursinghome, not when it's not going to do himanygood. His lifeis over.
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But mine's not, I could use that money. And I'll bet you could use some, too." Renee
crossed her legs and jiggled her foot. She made swift calculations in her head: her uncle's
assets amounted to almost $80,000 and she could get her hands on about half of that in
cash right away. How hard up were these people?Their lifestyle was very modest, yet
they were able to afford good gin. How much should she offer them to make her idea
worth their while? "I've got power ofattorney, and I'll tell you what: I'll give you
$10,000. It's yours if you take him in here," she proposed to the startled-looking old
people. "You know, take care of him. I'd come out and help a lot, of course. But this way,
I could get on with my life and you'd be making a httle money. What do you think?"
Sarah and Sam and Betty all looked at each other. While Renee fidgeted, waiting for a
response, she thought that she *d like to move in, fiick her uncle.
Seeming to have reached a consensus by telepathy, Sarah finally spoke for the
group. "I'm sure you realize your uncle needs much more care than we can give him.
We're none ofus any spring chickens, you know. We have all we can do to take care of
ourselves. I'm sorry, but it just wouldn't work."
"Couldn't you just try, see how it goes? You take care of each other, what's one
more?" Renee hated herself for the pleading in her voice. The old people shook their heads
no, andRenee suddenly hated themfor their refusal. It wasn't fair. They had everything.
She had nothing. Shewas evenwilling to give them a good chunk ofmoney, and they still
weren't going for it. "But you took care of Joe. Okay, what ifI giveyou twenty
thousand?"
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"Joe was - is! —one ofus, dear," Sarah said nervously, obviously wondering if
Renee caught her mistake. Renee let her go on, pretending not to see the suspicion-
confinning looks that passed between the old folks, suppressing any sign of the advantage
she sensed. "You have to take care ofyour own. In this case, bite the bullet and put your
uncle in a home. Use the money that way. I don't see that you have any other choice."
"My uncle could die," Renee suggested slyly.
"Well, of course he could," Sarah acknowledged. "Anyone can die at any time.
And the odds are always greater with the chronically ill." Renee wondered if Sarah was
willfully missing her point.
"My husband choked to death on a bite of candy bar," Betty said. Renee couldn't
tell if she was simply reporting the fact or recommending a course ofaction. "He used to
hoard them in his room."
Renee shook her head. She knewAlzheimer's patientsusually choked easily. But
her unclewas an exception. Theyhad a tendency to wander off if they could, too, and get
into sometimes fatal trouble. But then there'd be an investigation and she, as his caretaker,
would be busted for neglect, hernursing license suspended, her life just as ruined. Any
otherwaywould be too overt. "No, it has to be your way. Joe camein under radar -
exceptthat I found out, ofcourse.Myuncle's circumstances are the sameas Joe's; if the
neighbors notice Uncle Barrs missing, I'll say I sent him to a home. It can be the same for
my uncle as it was for Joe. Think about it. Thmk about my Uncle Earl. This would really
be the best thing for him, better thanwasting awaysomewhere. Andno one ever needs to
know about any ofthis."
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"Know about any ofwhat? What the hell are you talking about?" Sam wanted to
know. "It sounds to me like you're having an entirely different conversation here than we
are." Underneath the table, the smaller collie growled.
"I'm saying I know about Joe."
Renee's words appeared to pull a plug in Sarah that drained all the blood out of
her face. Sarah's long, stringy, gray hair frayed visibly with stunned static. Betty's face
flashed a hot red distress signal and she clutched her abdomen as if she was in pain. Renee
thought Sam was going to go into cardiac aitest. The larger collie pressed its long head
into Sam's lap and whined, sensing distress and seeking consolation. But Sam's color and
respiratory rate slowly returned to normal. When he'd recovered, he soothed the dog with
reassuring caresses. "How...? What...?" he asked weakly, his face still mottled.
"I saw Joe's grave," Renee told Sam.
"So?"
"You can't bury someone on your property."
"You can ifthey're cremated," Sam informed Renee.
"Ifyou had him cremated, then why's there no record ofa death certificate?"
Renee countered. "I looked it up."
"Even ifhe wasn't cremated, unlawful disposal's only an unspecifiedmisdemeanor
in Iowa. The worst thing you can accuse us ofis failure to report a death." Sam shrugged
to indicate these thingswere no bigdeal, thencoughed until he got somephlegm up and
spit it over the porch rail. The expectoration's impactflattened a columbine bloom.
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Renee suspected Samwas holding back facts, not only about Joe's death, but
about thelaw. Surely it was more complicated than that; even those small-sounding crimes
hadto have larger consequences. "Butwhy didn't youget a death certificate?" Renee
persisted. "It's obviously not like you didn't know, not with a nurse" - she looked at
Betty - "and a lawyer here." She looked back at Sam. "Ifyou wanted to bury him onyour
property so bad, you could've justhad him pronounced dead and cremated. Unless you
couldn't have an autopsy, that is.UnlessyouM/ei/him!"
"No, no! We didn't kill him," Sam shouted. "Joe suicided!"
Melting ice cubes shifted in anuntouched drink. Renee thought: Suicided, my ass.
\
With those crippledhands? "I never saw Joe," she said. "But I sawhis chart. What'dhe
do, beat himself to deathwith those lumps at the endof hiswrists? IfJoe committed
suicide, thenyou helped him. That's why you couldn'tget a deathcertificate - youhelped
him."
Renee had been starting to feel like a detective in a murder mystery, the one that
piecesthe whole thing together and reveals the solution in the dramatic conclusion. But
now, seeingthe effects ofher words on these sweetold people, she felt like the criminal.
She remembered standmgnear Joe's grave andher certaintythat he had come to a good
end, that - however it had happened - he'd been surrounded by people who loved him.
Thesepeople. And here she was threatening their pleasant life together, a life she herself
would never have. But they were being so goddamnedunfair and unreasonable about the
whole thing. And she had to do it. She had to if she was ever gomg to find her way
around the biggest obstacle to her own happiness. It wouldn't be so bad for them, not
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really. She had it all figured out sothateverybody would behappy. Why couldn't they just
see that?
The larger colliebegan an anxious pacing backand forth across the small porch.
Its clicking toenails made the only sound apartfi*om a tractor droning in a distant field.
"So what do you want?" Sam asked Renee.
"I want you to help mewithmyuncle Earl. If you're not willing to take care of
him here, you'll have to... well, find some otherwayto take careof him. Assist his suicide,
maybe?" Renee suggested. Now that she'd saidit, it sounded right to her, harsh and
extremeand brutal, maybe, but right. Her problemwas their problemnow. Surely, having
helped Joe die, they'd know how to handle a repeat performance. "You'd stillget the
twenty thou," she hastened to add.
"You want us to helpMil someone?! Are you out ofyour mind?" Sam asked,
mcredulous. "What in the world makes you thinkwe "have to" do anything^ as you put it?
Are you blackmailing us?"
This was the moment of truth for Renee. She didn't really want to turn these nice
people in. She didn't know whether shewould turn them in, if it came down to that. But
she wanted them to think she'd turn them in, ifthat's what it took to get them to help her
out ofher predicament. "I guess so," she told the floor.
"We're not Kervorkian," Sarah said. "And not even Dr. Death would touch your
case, not without the expressed consent of the patient. How do you know your uncle
wants to die? Has he told you? Well, has he?"
"Well, no," Renee admitted. "Not in so manywords. But how can he...?"
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"I thought not. He can't make that decision for himself, and you can't make it for
him.He doesn't want to die; you want him to die. That's not assisted suicide, that's
murder. Ifyou want your uncle dead, do it yourself!" Sarah snapped. "Take care ofyour
own!"
"I can't," Renee confessed to the floor again. "I just can't do it. IfI could, I
wouldn't be in this situation." The big collie jSnally stopped pacing. It sat down next to
Sarah, shivering and whining softly. "Betty? You know what it's like."
Betty refused to meet Renee's appeal. "Not really. I never wanted to kill my
husband. Or have him killed, like it sounds like you're saying." Betty's irony shamed
Renee.
Betty lit a cigarette and, without offering Renee one, pocketed the pack. Though
Renee knew she was cut off, she was determined to try the weak link in the geriatric chain
one more time. "But wouldn't that have been better for him, really? Earl's no different
than your husband."
"Oh, I wish we didn't have to know his name,^' Betty said. '"''Earl Poor Earl." She
started to cry agam. "I think ofpoor Fred. I wish he hadn't had to go through all that. I
know I can't go through it again. Sarah, maybewe should think about helpingRenee.
Especially if it means..."
"You thmk so?" Sarah asked sharply. "Then^ow do it, Betty." Renee realized
Sarah had been the one that helped Joe.
Betty's headjerked up and she lookedat Sarahas if she'd slappedher. "You know
I could never..."
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Sarah cradled her face in her hands. "Oh, I don't know, I don't know. No. No.
No."
Sam rubbed his wife's back and she asked him "Sam?"
"I don't think Reneewould be meanenoughto do this to us," Sam saidpointedly,
glaring atRenee. Shelooked away. "Weshould talkabout thislater,
"Oh, I don't know, I don't know." Sarah returned herface to the refuge ofher
hands.
Renee stoodup to leave, to give them time to think herproposition over. Her legs
were shaky. Thecollies got up too, milling around displaying mixed signals ofconfusion:
they held their ears and tails down, solicitously starting for oneperson then another with
lowered heads, anxious eyes and tentative wags.
Sarah interrupted her indecisive litany. Sheraised her headandturned it east.
Therewas no one m that direction, but she staredat somepoint m the emptyair and asked
"What do you think, Joe?"
Walking to her car,Reneeshookherhead at Sarah's craziness. It made her
reconsider the entu*e scheme.Were these people even capable ofhelpingher if Sarah was
talking to a dead man? Or would Sarah's lunacysomehowget her into even deeper
trouble?
Driving back the way she'd come, her thoughts even heavier and more cluttered
than they had been before, Renee slowed at the crossroads she'd stopped at earlier.
Viewed from a 90® angle, her options appeared differentthis time. The minimum
m^tenance road lay to the right, the skid-etchedroad into the gravel maze offarmland
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lay left. Renee sped up, continuing straight ahead on the open road she hoped would lead
to Des Moines.
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EPILOGUE: TAKING CARE OF YOUR OWN
Sarah knew she was takinga big risk byhelpingJoe commit suicide. Sheknew
there *d he repercussions, butsupposed the moral burden would be the worst of it Who
could'veguessed thingswouldfall out theway they did?
Sarah refused to kill the travelingnurse's uncle, insisting that she was not a
murderer. Whatshe had done was a merciful extensionofJoe's ownsuicidal
determination, a differentmatter altogether. Sarah always said ofshootingJoe that "it
was the last best thingI coulddofor myfriend " Shedoubtedkilling thenurse's uncle
wasfor the best andshe was certain he was not a dear life-longfriend. This is an
importantdistinction that wasabsolutely clear in herfine mind Ifthenursewantedher
uncle dead, she shoulddo it herself Or, as Sarah toldher, "Take care ofyour own."
On the other hand, a refusal to kill the uncle endangered our entire existence.
ThoughI wasn *t sure the traveling nurse would reallyfollow through on her threat to
expose us, we couldn't afford to ignore the distinctpossibility. An autopsy would show
that Joe couldnot possibly have shot himselfin the back ofthe head In thefirst big
discussion around the kitchen table, Sarah was convincedshe couldaccept all
responsibilityfor Joe's death andkeep the rest ofthe household intact. She thought her
age andmotivation would be mitigating circumstances in court "Whowouldput an old
lady behind bars? " she asked, semi-joking. She was brave as a bandit, but her voice
quavered "Maybe a jury'd interpret it as euthanasia andgo easy on me."
I hated to burst my darling's bubble, but I pointed out that the rest ofus were
sure to be chargedas accessories. "Withouta death certificate, we've had to keep
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collecting Joe's social securitychecks. That'sfraud. Andthegun is licensedin my
name," I said.
"I dug the hole," Libby said, pouring coffeefor everyone.
"But Evan wasn't even here then," Betty objected. Not looking up, she busied
herselfwith the artificial sweetener she tapped into her cup.
Evan didmyworkfor me: "Yeah, but I knewabout it anddidn Vreport it. I even
approve ofit. You did a good thing," Evan told Sarah.
"Yeah, but look where it got usI" Sarah cried She rocked in her creaky old oak
chair andmoaned to Joe until my soothing brought her back to me.
"Are you sureyou can't bringyourselftoputpoor oldEarl out ofhis misery? "
Betty askedSarah. She wouldn *t do it herself- none ofus would. But, though Betty had
religious issues about life on earth vs. life in heaven, she was sympathetic because her
husband hadalso diedofAlzheimer's.
"Yes, I'm sure."
So we were really stuck Together and separately, we allwent over everypossible
angle ofthe dilemma. During those ten days ofdecision, Sarah andI hardly slept at all
for talking about it. She began toflirt with the idea ofkilling the uncle, until I told her
Vddo it myselfbefore I'dallow her to go through with it.
Sarah's logic was impeccable, but her reason began to crumble under the weight
ofthe traveling nurse's ultimatum. Not onlydid she talk to Joe as ifhe was still alive, but
smaller sanities also gave way, as ifthe details ofeveryday lifewere suddenly toomuch
to dealwith. We couldn't let her drive anymore; sheno longer sawthesense in stopping
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for stopsigns. Shepulledflowers or vegetableplants in thegardens, leaving theweeds,
or hung clotheson the linewithout washing themfirst Anear-constant tic developed in
her eye, the lidfluttering like it was trying to get awayfrom her.
We still didn't have a definitive answerfor the traveling nurse when she came
backfor one. It was raining like a bandit, waterflushing through thedown-spouts and
weepingfrom thewisteria blossom clusters. We all stood on theporch andSarah put
herselfforward as spokesman. As I expected, she refused to kill the uncle. "Go ahead
and turn me in then," she said defiantly. "Because I'm the one that helped Joe."
I didn't expect Evan to say "No, Tm the one that helpedJoe."
Or Lihby to say "No, I helped him."
Or her mother Betty to say "Well, how couldyou guys have done it when I'm the
one that helpedhim? "
I threw my two cents worth in, arguing my own casefor having assistedJoe's
suicide into the nurse's increasingly baffledface.
Sarah had tears leaking out ofher eyes, but she was grinning like a bandit. As I
putmy arm aroundmy sweet brave darling, she cockedher headattentivelyfor an instant
andsaid "Hear that? Joe gets a big kick out ofusfighting over him like this."
